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NATIONAL JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS ADVISORY COUNCIL 

443 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016 • 684~950 

February 16, 1984 
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TO: NJCRAC .& CJF Executives 

FROM: Charney v. Bromberg, Associate Director 

RE: Additional Action Recommendations ·on Pending _ 
German Arms Sales to Saudi Arabia 

The following memorandum ·was t~~~l!litted over our Ins~~~t Communicatipns 
- - --Network- foCiay: 

"At a recent meeting, NJCRAC Israel Task Force ~t-rategy Committee 
assessed the impact of the campaign against pending Gerinan Arms 
Sales to Saudi Arabia. Jewish community response was exceptional. 
According to 'Washington, . DC Jewish Community Council, the Gerl!ian 
Ambassador reports receiving more ·than 1000 communications--an un
·precedented number. ~Y communities '. followed t;hrough with visits 
to German Consulates • . Major deficiency~ the cauipaign was lack of 
attention by the general press. 

Chancellor Kohl is now scheduled to visit. U.S. on March 5. Kohl's 
government has yet to act and there are indications of growing 
opposition to the sale in the German · press, general public and · 
opposition parties. Tlierefore, the Strategy Committee recommended 
renew~d efforts directed especially toward press coverage: e4itorials, 
~p-ed , and lette'I'S all deemed important .· 

National agencies ·a:Le approaching prominent· individuals to submit 
op-ed art·icl,es. Communities and national agen~ies are also advised 
to approach friendly German-American groups. 'Where feasible , pub
lic m?nifestations of concern that. will ga~er press coverage should 
also be ccmsidered." 
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FROM: 

NJCRAC & CJF Executives 

443 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016 e 684~950 

February 16, 1984 

Charney V. Bromberg, Associate Director 

RE: Action Recommendation on ·U.S. Posture Concerning May 17 Israeli-Lebanon 
Agreement 

The following memorandum was transmitted over our Instant Communications Network 
today: 

As you know, it is widely reported that Lebanese President Gemayel, in an effort 
to retain power , has signed a document brokered by the Saudis which has as its 
main point the abrogation of the May 17, 1983 Agreement between Israel and 
Lebanon. 

In a formal statement yesterday, Secretary of State Shultz said in this regard:, 

"The withdrawal of all foreign ·forces remains another essential 
goal. Last year, the United States helped Lebanon and Israel 
negotiate the May 17 Agreement, which was--and remains--the only _ 
estaplished formula that ensures Israeli w·ithdrawal while adequately 
safeguarding both Lebanese sovereignty and Israel's legitimate 
security interests. 

We continue to support the May 17 Agreement. Thos who would 
dispense with this Agreement must bear the responsibility to 
find alternative formulas for Israeli withdrawal." 

In consultation with member ag_eil.C:ies, we recommend letters be sent to Secretary 
of State Schultz commending his .clear ~ecognition of the consequences of abro
gation to Israel's security and the achievement of . pe.ace and stability in the 
·region; 

Communications should : also stress that, as Secretary Schultz recognized, U;S. 
acquiescence in the abrogation of the May 17 Agreement--A small but significant 
step towards peace--would be a capitulation to the key Syrian goal abetted by 
the so-called moderate Saudis. Moreover, in light of President Mubarak's 
recent remarks at the White House and the continuing 'Egyptian freeze of its 
peace treaty with Israel, it is clear that Israel's faith in negotiated arrange
ments with its Arab neighbors -- and in the steadfastness of . the United States 
as facilitator and guarantor of these agreements · is being tragically but 
understandably diminished. 

Because President Reagan was quoted today as having taken an .equivocal position 
on the May 17 agreement, we. think. it is important to send him copies of your 
commendatory message ·to Sec. Shultz. Please favor us with copies, as well as 
any editorials, op-ed articles, letters-to-the-editor~ etc., you may develop 
along these lines. 

February 26=29, 1984 • Washington Hilton Hotel • Washington, D.C. 
~ 
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German Plant Builders Slump ' ' >. 

By JOHN TAGLIABUE 

Special UI lbe New Yorlt Ttme. 

BONN, April 18 - A slowdown in 
, orders from heavily indebted devel

oping countries is putting severe 
pressure on West Germany's plant
construction companies. They build 
turnkey plants for making chemicalS, 

. steel, plastics and almost any other 
· product from Mexico to Malaysia. 

This industry's orders fell to $.5.5 
billion last year, nearly 30 percent 

; less than in 1982 and roughly half of 
' 1981 'S $11.l billion. 
, Reasons for the poor prospects 
· range from increasing overseas 
: competition to the slowdown in oil 

producers' industrialization plans 
and reduced investment in countries 

1 of the Eastern bloc and the third 
world. Many developing nations are 

. investing less in their economies so 
; they can m'eet payments on their 
. huge foreign debt. 
: Trying to Equal 1983 Pace 

"The worldwide order slump has 
1 not decisively changed," said Giinter 

Kohl, director of the industrial plant 
working group in the Association of 

~ Machine and Plant Builders. " We 
would be satisfied if we could achieve 
the 198.1 order level this year." 

I 

Such gloom seems alien in an econ
omy that bas been the driving force of 
a modest European recovery. Ger
man plant builders rely on developing 
countries for more than tw<>-thirds at 
their sales, but their slump is affect
ing the domestic economy. 

Unlike typical American engineer
ing enterprtses, most of the German 
companies are owned by large con
glomerates such as Thyssen, Krupp 
or Metallgesellschaft. They bid on 
projects using the company's own 
processes and give out subcontracts 
for machinery or electrical systems 
to other German companies. 
Prominent Role in Mideast 

With such ties, the West German in
dustry won pre-eminence in the Mid
dle East after the 1974 oil price boom 
and the subsequent industrialization 
programs in Arab countries, helping 
West Germany maintain a favorable 
trade balance with members of the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries. 

German .companies also esta~ 
lished themselves in Eastern Europe 
and the developing countries of Asia 
and Latin America, where Western 
banks financed industrial projects by 
~ycling OPEC oil revenues. 

Last year, h.owever, be<:ause of re
duced oil revenues, the gradual com-

' 
pletion of major industrial projects ~ 
and the war between Iran and Iraq, ~ 
orders from oil-producing countries ~ 
fell sharply. Mr. Koh.J said the indus- ~ 
try suffered "cancellations to a de- ~ 
gree never before encoontered." ~ 

A Ladt of Major Projects ~ 

West German exports to Saudi Ara- ~ 
bia slumped 11 percent, to $2.9 billion. : 
In Bonn the Economic Ministry at- ~ 
tributed the drop to a dearth of " spec- ~ 
tacular major projects." ~ 

At the same time, the industry's : 
position has been affected by a decel- A 

eration in orders from the Eastern ~ 
bloc and from Asian and Latin Amer- ~ 

A ican nations, where financing fl>r in- A 

dustriaJ projects is lacking because of § 
the need to repay foreign debt. 9; 

One result of the decline has been a f. 
drastic reduction in the siu of con- t 
tracts. Last year West German com- II: 
panies signed only e.ight contracts !If 
worth more th.an $38 million each, 

8
1/

1 compared with 19 such contracts in 
1982 and 33 in 1981. The 1983 jobs in- · RI 
eluded a $131 million steel mill 3i 
project in India, handled by a subsidi- g! 
ary of Gutehoffnungshiitte. t, 
Seeking Smaller Contracts R' 
· Mr. Kohl said German companies e 
are well placed to compete for K 
smaller contracts, which often in- g 
volve a smaller share of CODStruction e 
and a larger share of engineering, f 
than competitors from Japan. . ~ 

But he said poor financing arrange- ~ 
ments for West German companies, 
which often bid against companies of
fering subsidized credit rates, meant 
a shift of construction and some engi
neering work to subcontractors in 
cheaper countries like India, Mexico, 
Brazil and South Korea, diminishing 
the West German share of business. 

As a result, such major companies 
as Thyssen and Lurgi, a subsidiary of 
'.'fetallgesellschaft, have begun scal
mg ba~k production and engineering 
operations. The number of workers in 
the industry dropped 10 percent last 
year, to 86,000. 



Statements & Speeches 
Federal Republic ol Germany 

Editor:· Hans Wiessmann Vol. VII No. 1 Janua 20, 1984 

Building Confidence in Europe 
Speech by Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Minister for 
Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
at the ·Opening of .the Conference on Confidence and 
Security Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe 
in Stockholm, January 19, 1984 

The people whose governments are represented here are today 
looking to Stockholm for the fulfilment of their hopes for 
peace. The CSCE Meeting in Madrid showed that the awareness 
of common interests and the firm will to reach a!l understanding 
can even survive grave international tensions. We are all under 
the obligation to make use of the experience gained in Madrid 
in order to bring about tangible results at this conference in 
Stockholm, too. 

A New Start in East-West Relations 

The international situation gives cause for concern. We must 
not allow developments to get out of control. Only if everyone 
acts in accordance with this perception will it be possible to 
make a new start in East-West relations. The time has come to 
do so. Neither resignation, nor the creation of panic, nor 
dogmatic accusations must prevail at this conference. We shall 
not make Stockholm a place of confrontation. We have little 
regard for a policy of confrontation or for the language of 
confrontation. We shall compare words with deeds. We shall act 
for the cause of peace in a determined, sober and responsible 
manner. The dialogue must be continued and where it has been 
disruoted, it must be resumed. The products of co-operation 
must be develooed further, and new ways and means of surmountin 
existing obstacles must be found. We can learn from past 
successes and failures, and nobody should feel that he is 
above a self-critical examination. 
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Acting re~ponsibly means taking account of the other side's interests 
as well: .Acting irresponsibly means trying to secure advantages at 
the · e:>q:>ense of others. In the questions of security and co-operation 
we will ultimately .only .win or lose together. 

The prese·n.c~ of foreign ministers here in Stockholm demonstrates the 
importance· that all participants attach to the conference. During . this 
week; ~e sho14ld mark out th.e directiqn to be followed by our de.legates 
in their practical work. I repeat: the time is ripe for a new attempt 
to obtain broad-based, sound and lasting co-operation founded on 
equilibrium and equal rights. Each govenunent will be measured by its 
contribution to this. We expressly welcome the f~ct that the partici
pation of foreign ministers in this conference., which we suggested, 
is being used to continue the dialogue between the United States and 
the Soviet Union, too. We will also in future strongly support the 
continuation of the dialogue between the two superpowers at the high 
and highest levels . 

Germany's Special Situation 

My country, situated in the heart of Europe at the dividing line 
between West and East, is particularly seriously affected by the 
danger of instabil ity and confrontation. The German people suffer most 
frq~ the division of Europe because it also means the separqtion of 
Gennans from Germans. 

We have at all times contributed to stability and detente by pursuing 
a calculable and constructive policy. Our membership of the European 
Community and the North Atlantic All iance is the foundation of our 
peace policy, which also includes our active participation in the 
CSCE process and t he treaties concluded with our Eastern neighbors. 
These treaties remain the basis of our long-term policy towards 
these states. 

On December 9, 1983 the members of the Atlantic Alliance with whom 
we share, as with our partners in the European Community, not only 
common interests but also common values, extended an offer in Brussels 
to the Soviet Union and the other Warsaw Pact countries to work togeth~r 
with the West to bring about a long- term, constructive and realistic 
relationship based on equilibrium, moderation and reciprocity. We want 
an open and comprehensive political dialogue, co-operation, genuine 
detente and we want disarmament and arms control. -President Reagan's 
speech of January 16 in which he rightly recalled the joint interests 
anq the joint responsibility of the United States and the Soviet Union, 
reaffinns this policy. The future of our nations will -depend to a large 
extent on whether the extended hand of the West will be accepted. Some 
of the things that have been said on this subject in the past few days 
must not be the final word. 

. . 
• • t 
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Ooenness in Military Matters 

Mr. Chairman, we want to reduce distrust and foster confidence in 
Europe. This necessitates tangible measures which -- according to 
the agreed mandate of this conference -- are militarily significant, 
politically binding, adequately ve~~fiable and will be applied to 
the whole of Europe. Whoever is opposed to openness in military matters 
and rejects reliable verification of agreements on arms control and 
disarmament arouses the suspicion that he wants to hide something. 
Distrust and the feeling of being threatened cannot be eliminated 
without greater transparency. We want to lower the risk of surprise 
attack and the fear of intimidation. 

The mandate for this conference is precise: its first stage will be 
devoted to the negotiation and adoption of a set of mutually complemen
tary confidence- and security-building ·measures designed to reduce the 
risk of military confrontation in Europe .. Our proposals to this 
embrace measures of information, observation and verification, 
as well as measures en.~ancing military stability in Europe. The 
participants should regularly exchange information on their military 
units. This would not only have a stabilizing effect, but could also . 
constitute the basis for further agreements. Each country should exchange 
with all others an annual preview of significant military activit~es. 
Everyone should be able to assess whether an exercise was in fact planned 
long in advance or whether in a given situation is intended to be used 
as a threat or even for the purpose of political intimidation. 

Advance Notification of Military Activities 

In keeping with the further development of the measures decided on in 
Helsinki, all military activities in Europe of a specific structure 
or size should be notified in advance and in detail. It should be 
possible to send observers to such activities in order to obtain 
information on the spot . The rights and duties of these observers 
should be such that they can in fact perform their functions effectively. 

All participants must be certain that agreements are fully complied with 
by everyone. Channels of communication must be created to clear up 
misunderstandings that arise despite these agreements . All of these 
measures cannot, of course , transform East-West relations over night, 
but they are indispensable for strengthening confidence. Confidence · 
can create a better foundation for serious efforts in all fields of 
arms control. 

Mutual Recognition of Security Interests 

An important prerequisite for the success of Stockholm is the mutual 
recognition of legitimate security interests. In its political 
declaration of Brussels the Western Alliance expressly stated its 
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readiness for such recognition. We know from historical experience 
that any preponderance based on power politics constitutes a threat 
to peace. Striving for superiority and hegemony is always a threat 
to stability . Safeguarding lasting peace for Europe requires a security 
arrangement which is based on equilibrium and in which the two super
powers have responsibilities . It is in line with the Helsinki final act, 
the signatories of which include the United States and Canada. that thi_s 
European arrangement can only be created together with America and not 
by poli tica.lly and militarily decoupling America from Europe. 

Questions of nuclear disarmament are not the subject of this conference, 
and we should guard against allowing our conference to become hostage 
of the problems that should be negotiated elsewhere, however important 
and urgent the negotiations on strategic and intermediate-range missiles 
may be. Polemics, however, is of no use either for the question of 
missiles. 

We are no missile addicts. The Federal Republic of Germany renounced 
the possession of nuclear weapons, but not the claim to live free from 
a nuclear threat. The ·Soviet SS 20 missiles constitute such a threat. 
Their existence compels us to go ahead with modernization. Their 
elimination would free us from the need to modernize and the peoples 
of Europe from a great danger and great concern. This must be the 
subject of negotiation. Our position remains unchanged: the West will 
not walk away from any negotiating table , nor will it refuse to negotiate. 

Banning Chemical Weapons 

Our nations, indeed, all nations of this world, have no more fervent 
a desire than the banning of chemical weapons with their horrifying 
effects. The draft treaty announced by the Uni ted States for a worldwide, 
complete and verifiable ban on all chemical weapons is designed to meet 
this goal . No one should turn his back on it. The problem of the . 
negotiations on chemical weapons is not the question of whether chemical 
weapons should be banned worldwide or only in Europe -- no, the obstacle 
so far has been the Soviet Union's refusal to agree to a satisfactory 
verification regime. If a positive change occurs in the Soviet Union's 
position, then the path will be clear for the prohibition of chemical 
weapons worldwide. Why should such a threat be confined to Europe? 
Do not all nations of the world have the same right to be freed from 
this scourge of humanity? 

In disarmament and arms control we must not only take account of nuclear 
weapons, which, sir.ce the end of the Second World War, have served the 
West as a counterbalance for conventional inferiority. The more effec
tively Eastern conventional superiority is reduced, the less we will 
have to depend on nuclear weapons. 

The relationship of conventional forces will be one of the main subjects 
of the second stage of the present conference . Even a war waged exclusively 
with conventional weapons would be a thousand times more horrifying than 
the Second World War. 

- 5 -
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In its Bonn declaration of June 10, 1982 the Western Alliance solemnly 
declared that none of our weapons -- and this means both nuclear and 
conventional ones -- will ever be used except in .response to attack. 
It could serve the cause of confidence-building if all CSCE participants 
were ready to make an equally comprehen.si ve pledge. 

Reducing Conventional Weaoons 

The goal of the future stages of this conference must be to reduce 
conventional weapons and troops throughout Europe to equilibrium at 
the lowest possible level. These efforts do not detract from the 
significance of the MBFR talks in Vienna, whose continuation we strongly 
urge and to the success of which we shall continue to make constructive 
contributions. However important security issues may be , East-West 
relations extend far beyond them . The prospects of this conference, 
too, depend on the overall pol itical climate, which is determined by 
the policies pursued by the participating states. The CSCE process in 
its entirety and the i mplementation of the obligations assumed ·under 
the Helsinki Final Act afford an important instrument for this purpose. 

We want to develop further in all fields the bilateral relations with 
all our Eastern neighbors on the basis of the treaties concluded with 
them. We Germans in both German states are conscious of our responsibility 
for peace. 

Relations with East Germany 

Our efforts to develop and improve our relations with the GDR constitutes 
a policy for peace in Europe. We shall continue along the path of dialogue 
and long-term co-operation out of our responsibility to the German nation 
and to our European neighbors . In the past, we Gennans have often been 
at variance with our neighbors . Today our national interests are an 
integral part of the interests of Europe. This makes us dedicated 
supporters of the process of unification of the democracies grouped 
together in the European Community and the driving force of East-West 
co-operation~ 

Trade and economic co- operation on equal terms and on a long-term basis 
can render a constructive contribution towards ensuring stable political 
relations between East and West. The opportunities afforded by Basket II 
of the Helsinki Final Act have by no means been fully exploited. The 
economies of East and West are mutually complementary. The intensification 
of co-operation in the scientific, technological and environmental spheres 
is also in our mutual interest. 

As a country at the heart of Europe particularly exposed to cross
frontier environmental hazards, we shall make ever'j effort to ensure 
that our natural environment is preserved through joint action. We owe 
this not only to ourselves but also to future generations. For this reason, 
my government will convene a conference on this subject in the course of 
this year at which problems relating to our forests, rivers, lakes and 
seas are to be discussed. 

- 6 -
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Mr. Chairman, in the concluding document of the Madrid meeting, the 35 
states set themselves the goal of giving "effect and expression to the 
duty of states to refrain from the threat or use of force in their 
mutual relations". To this end, they pledged "to undertake ... new, 
effective and concrete actions designed to make progress in strengthening 
confidence and security and in achieving disarmament". 

Renunciation of Force 

The goal and path have thus been clearly defined. The renunciation of 
force, which is enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and was 
solemnly reaffirmed in the Final Act of Helsinki, must be enhanced by 
means of concrete and militarily significant confidence-building measures. 
The objective cannot be to replace deeds by a repetition of words. The 
objective is to make the words more credible and ensure that conduct 
tallies with words. This should apply all over the world. 

President Reagan rightly described the reduction and eventual elimination 
of .the threat and use of force in solving international disputes as a 
paramount task for improving the international situation. 

Chancellor Kohl stated in Moscow in July 1983: 11 A new and binding 
reaffirmation of the renunciation of force can contribute to improving 
the international situation if it actually prevents the threat of force 
and puts an end to the use of force where it persists." This also refers 
to the continuing use of force in Afghanistan. The safeguarding of peace, 
co-operation, detente, self-determination and human rights are interlinked. 
This was reaffirmed by the Helsinki Final Act and the Madrid concluding 
document. In this concluding document not only the conference on confidence
and security-building measures and disarmament in Europe but also meetings 
of experts on human rights and human contacts were decided on. The people 
in Europe place their hopes in the success of these conferences and meetings. 
We want to make our contribution towards fulfilling these hopes. We are 
co-operating out of respect for all nations participating in this conference, 
for their rights, their dignity, their contribution towards civilization and 
scientific and technological progress. At this ·conference, too, we want to 
co-operate with all states in a constructive and trustful manner. We shall 
carefully and seriously examine all proposals made here. We hope that, as 
in Madrid, the neutral and non-aligned countries will play their responsible 
part here in the quest for results acceptable to all of us. 
We for our part shall not shun any exertions to continue our policy dictated 
by reason and a sense of responsibility. We want to pave the way for a 
peaceful order in Europe founded on trust and equal rights to security, 
on dialogue, co-operation, moderation and restraint, a peaceful order in 
which human rights and the right of nations to self-determination are heeded 
in conformity with the Helsinki Final Act. Only in this way will we be able 
to ensure lasting peace. Europe, ~here in the past so many terrible wars 
were waged and from where war so often spread to other parts of the world, 
must now set the rest of the world an example of the safeguarding of peace 
and be the . starting point for initiatives of peace . Instead of an arms race 
it must embark upon a race to help the nations of the Third World in over
coming hunger, want and disease and in protecting the natural environment. 
This is our task of peace and our responsibility for peace towards the 
whole world. 
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Q CIJ" THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMlmE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56St., New York, N.Y. 10022, (212) 751-4000 
The American Jewish Committee. founded in 1906. is the pioneer human·relations 
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
!ind abroad. and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

fOR RELEASE AfTER 11 A.M. 

THURSDAY, JAN. 12, 1984 

NH1 YORK , Jan . 12 • ••• A newly formed coalition of ethnic organizations today 

joined Congressman Mario IHaggi {Dem., N.Y.) in calling for t he creati.on of a 

Federal office concerned with distorted TV and radio portrayals of ethnic groups 

to stem a recently recorded increase in offensive treatment. Mr. Biaggi 

recently introduced a bill proposing such an office. 

Addressing a news conference at American Jewish Committee headquarters, 

Congressman Biaggi said : 

"Offi cial FCC records point to a dramatic increase in the number of com-

plaints directed against radio and television stations based on racial . and 

ethnic ridicule and stereotyping. In the final nine months of 1983 , there were 

595 complaints -- more than twice as many as were registered in all of fiscal 

year 1981, the last year when FCC compiled such data." 

"These figures," continued Mr. Biaggi, "combined with the fact that more 

than 12 differ ent ethnic and racial groups have joined in a coalition to support 

my bill, graphically illustrate the need for its passage." 

Mr. Biaggi and the coali lion leaders stressed that the Congressman's bill 

di d not a i m to censor the media, but to focus public attention on the dangers of 

st erect ypes. 

Mr . Bi aggi's bill proposes that an Office of Ethnic Affairs be set up within 

the Federal Convnunications Commission. ,This office, states the bill; would 

serve as a clearinghouse for complaints about the depiction of ethnic groups on 

••. • more . ~·· 

Howard I. Friedman. Presidenl; Theodore Ellenolf, Clalrman, Board ol Governors; Allred H. Moses. Chairman, National Executive Council; Robert S. Jacobs. Chairman, Board of Trus~~es . .. 
William S. l rosten. Acting DirectDr ·i 
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radio and TV; collect and analyze information from public arnd private agencies 

regarding media portrayal of ethnic groups; conduct educational programs 

"encouraging the positive portrayal of ethnic groups," arnd hold annual con-

ferences designed to "focus public attention on the images of ethnic groups 

depicted by broadcast programming." 

Members of the new coalition, whose formation was announced at today's news 

conference, in addition to the American Jewish Committee, are Commission foF 

Social Justice--Order of the Sons of Italy, Cuban National Planning Council, 

Japanese American Citizens League, League of United Latin American Citizens, 

National Italian American Foundation, National Urban League., Polish American 

Congress, Polish-American Jewish-American Task Force, Ukrainian National 

Association , lj'>jlCO-National, and United Hellenic American C~ngress. 

Irving M. Levine, Director of National Affairs for the American Jewish 

Committee and the head of the AJC's Institute for. American Pluralism, said: 

"We have tried the path of polite discussions with TV executives many times 

and with disappointing results . Admittedly, there has been some progress in 

increased sensitivity, and a few quality programs have been aired for which we 

are grateful, but there is also a constant slipping back into old habits in the 

use of ethnic insult . Without the monitoring and the educating that the Biaggi 

Elill will give us, we' re not sure that the short attention span of the media is 

enough to sustain their much needed responsibility to our country's pluralistic 

society ." 

' Turning to the effects of the media on personality, Joseph Giordano, 

coordinator of the coalition and director of AJC's Center on Ethnicity, Human 

Behavior and Communication, declared that "TV and films are imiportant in shaping 

the self-image of young people." 

"Studies undertaken by the Center," continued Mr. Giordan.o, "reveal that it 

is crucial to a person's mental health that he feel at home with his ethnic 

identity-and that, conversely, distorted and negative images of ethnic identity 

from the media or other parts of society can lead to self-hatred or to dis-

crimination and aggression against other groups .'' 

"The media should stop relying on old stereotypes," urged Mr. Giordano, "and 

should discover that in the rich diversity of America's ethnic groups lie 

unlimited human stories that are authentic, entertaining, ·and universally 

appealing • " 



Also on the press conference panel were Ronald ~uartararo, Order of the Sons 

of Italy, Arnoldo Torres, League of United Latin American Citizens, Leonard 

Walentynowicz, Polish American Congress, and Jim Williams, National Urban 

League. 

In its "Statement of Purpose," the new coalition pledged to: 

1. Engage in an ongoing dialogue with mass media professionals to improve the 

way ethnic life is portrayed on r.adio and TV, and to reduce negative 

stereotyping . "In particular, we will attempt to educate and sensitize the 

media to the meaning of ethnic heritage in ~erican society and alert them 

to the realities of group life today"; 

2. Develop a strategy for influencing the media to present fuller and more 

positive portrayals of our groups and organize audience support for such 

efforts; 

3. Formulate a code of stanoards on the media's mistreatment of ethnic groups; 

4. Stimulate research on the mass media's impact on ethnic identity and 

intergroup relations. 

The c001plete text of the "Statement of Purpose" is attached. 

The American Jewish Committee is this country ' s pioneer human relations 

organization. Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and 

religious rights of people here and abroad, and advances the cause of. improved 

human relations for all people everywhere. 
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; <IJC THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMtmE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St, New York, N.Y.10022, (212) 751-4000 
The American Jewish Committee, founded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations 
agency In the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

f"OR IM MEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, Jan . 13 •• • • A unique forum on social and political issues that affect 

women has been operating in New York City for the past two years . 

Known as The New York Network , and sponsored by the New York City chapter 

of the American Jewish Committee , its bi-monthly breakfast meetings bring 

together about a hundred community leaders, government officials, and corporate 

executives , representing a cross-section of the c ity's economic , cultural, 

religious, and ethnic diversity, Although most of the participants are women, a 

few men who are concerned with the women's agenda turn up with sorae regularity . 

Each meeting features one or more guest speakers , a question-and-answer 

period , and an information segment in which participants are free to announce 

meetings , projects or publications, and to request support for special activi

ties. Most meetings aiso include an update on bills pending in the City 

Council, State legislature, and Congress . 

While the discussion topics are important , held to be o'f equal importance 

is the opportunity the Network provides for women executives in related fields 

to get to know each other , to exchange ideas , and to establish contacts that 

could result in mutually useful projects in the future. 

Commenting on the value of the Network , Mimi Alperin, who formerly chaired 

the national AJC Committee on Women's Issues, and who has been a leading 

proponent of the forums since their inception, declared: 

"The Network is a great source of information, but it is also much more. It 

is a catalyst through which women are learning that issues of concern to them 

cut across boundaries between black and white, Christian and Jew, young and old, 

-more-
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blue collar worker and executive. We trust it will also be an ins~rument for 

change where women will learn the pol~tics of power and the strategies for 

achieving it." 

Among the topics that have been featuied at Network ~~etings have been 

national budget cutbacks and their effect on women ; reproduc~ ~ve f reedom; the 

gender gap; the future of t he ERA; wo~en and the elections; the Social Security 

system and its implications for wlOlllen ; women i n pol i t ics; homeless women . There 

have also been three meetings devoted to family issues, in ~!ch s~eakers have 

focused on today ' s family struct~res and their problems; legal i~auee affecting 

the ~arnily; and socio- economic coRcerns. 

The roster of dis tingui shed speakers hes incl~ed Ju~ith Avner , a~torney 

with the NOW Legal Defense and Education Furic1; Cattol Bellamy; President of the 

New York City Counc i l; Gereldipe Fettta~o! Congresawcil.nan for the ~th Congres

sional Di strict, Queens, N.y. ; Marjory D, fields, attofni.ty f~r Brooklyn L~gal 

Ser.vices ; Jo Freeman, author of "Politics pf Wot\len' s LiberiinOA" :; ·Robert Hayes, 

Lege~ Coun~el to t he CqaHtfon for the HOf!!eless; Rut h Mes&inl;\ler, a !111!111ber of the 

New York City Council; Pat Reuss, Legislati!lle Di rector ,of th~ Women' s ~~uity 

Action League, Washington, D.C~ ; and Barbar~ R9etlilan, a~t~rney jilll~· Pr~sident of 

the New York City chapter of NOW. 

The New York Ne~wor!<,. modeled on a P.roject of tt~e A~C's Detro~t chap~er 

known as the Detr oit Wome n' s Fo~ u~ , evolNed p~t Qf · ~ me~ting, cal led by the 

Committee on Women' s Iss\JeS of AJC!s New York City qhapt~ft to )ltii(!h l~aders of 

organizations that were concerned about the r oles and status of ~om~n were 

invited . The object i ve wa~ . t o determine whether ~he~~ ~roups could further 

their respective aims more effectively by wor ki ng tqgether. 

Th9se who atte.nded t_hat first meeting .-- 70 ~en ~nd womer r~pre$enting a 

cross sectiQn of New York Ci ty organizations - - expressed iryterest in having an 

all- day conference that ~ould ex~ine sp~cjfic s t rptegie$ t~at CQuld be used t<;> 

achieve women ' s goah. That: conference, t'itle~ "S~r~tl)gies for WOf!len in the 

80' s," was co- sponsorj?d by the New Yc;>rk C~ ty Conup~~sion on the Status of Women 

and the American Jewi$h ~ommitteE;. 

At the end of the conferenpE; 1 inter~st was expr~ssep i n ~he pontinua'tion of 

an ongoing relationship among thpse ~l)q f'l ad· ·at ter~ed, iH\d ~hus 'l;he New York 

Network was born . 

.. -more-, 
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Network .programs are planned by a volunteer Steering Committee chaired by 

Susan B. Fisher, who is also Chairperson of the Committee on Women's Issues of 

AJIC's New York City c_hapter. Betty Reiser, Assistant Director of the chapter, 

provides staff services to the Network, implementing Steering Committee deci

sions, and handling all details of the meetings. 

The American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human relations 

organization. Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and 

religious rights of people here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved 

human relations for all people everywhere . 
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qJe TH~ AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITIEE lnsUtul!! of Human Rela~ions, 165 E. 56 St., New York, N.Y.10022, (212) 751-4000 

The American Jewish Committee, founded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations 
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, Jan. 17 •... One week before Chancellor Helmut Kohl's scheduled visit 

to Israel, where he is expected to discuss Germany's plan to sell high technology 

arms to Saudi Arabia, the American Jewish Committee has urged the German Chancellor 

to reconsider making such a deal with a belligerent Arab nation. 

In a letter to Mr. Kohl , Howard I . Friedman, AJC ' s National President, 

declared that the sale to the Saudis would "intensify tensions in the Middle East 

and encourage Arab trends in the direction of war against Israel instead of 

toward a negotiated peace." 

Chancellor Kohl, who will pay his first visit to Israel January 24-29, 

is expected to tell Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamin that the weapons he 

plans to sell to the Saudis are primarily "defensive," and to offer Israel 

equivalent access to .German technology. . . : . . • 
Mr~ . Fr:i,_edman pointed out in his le.tter , however , that the weapons in ... ; . 

9uestion "constitute ind:tspensable compon·ents of an integrated offensive weapons 

system centered around main battle tanks and designed to provide them with air 

defense and enhanced· assault capacities. 11
• 

In addition, he pointed out that "German experts will no doubt be 

involved in training the Saudis in the use of these weapons," and added: 

"In view of the special historical circumstances , Germany should in 

no way lend its hand to a policy that may lead to the loss of Jewish lives and 

endanger the securi ty of the Jewish State." 

The full text of Mr. Friedman' s letter follows: 

We are dismayed and distressed by persistent reports that the Federal 
Republic of Germany is preparing to sell sophisticated weapons systems 
to Saudi Arabia. We wish to reiterate our deep concern and strong 
opposition to such actions, which we believe will intensify tensions 
in the Middle East and encourage Arab trends in the direction of war 
against Israel instead of toward a negotiated peace. 

We hope that the Federal Republic will reconsider its reported decision 
in view of the following facts: 

1. Saudi Arabia regards itself as a belligerent in the Arab-Israel 
conflict, has even proclaimed an Islamic jihad or holy war against 
the Jewish State, and has given practical expression to these sentiments 
by providing billions of dollars to Syria, Jordan and the PLO to 
purchase weapons. 

2. The three reported weapons systems, while ostenibly designated as 
"defensive," in fact constitute indispensable components of an inte
grated offensive weapons system centered around main battle tanks and 
designed to provide them with air defense and enhanced assault capa
bilities. The distinction between defensive and offensive is an 
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illusive one. The only real distinction is in the intentions of the 
user. Untii the Saudis unequivocally renounce war with Israel as an 
option, any prudent statesman must assume these weapons may be.used 
in a renewed Arab attack against Israel. 

3. German experts will no doubt be involved in training the Saudis 
in the use of these weapons . In view of the special historical circum
stances, Germany should in no way lend its hand to a policy that may 
lead to the loss of Jewish lives and endanger the security of the 
Jewish State . 

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Collllllittee is this country's pioneer human relations 
organization. It combats bigotry , protects the civil and religious rights of Jews at 
home and abroad and seeks impr oved human relations for all people everywher e. 
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9 CIJC THE AMERlr.AN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56St, New York, N.Y.10022, (21-2) 751-4000 

The American Jewish Committee, founded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations · 
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director.of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE REUEASE 

NEW YORK, Jan. Ul •••• Respondincr to a Reuters report of a "vicious anti-Semitic 

article" published in the Communist Party daily Pravda, the American Jewish 

Committee today wired Anatoly F. Dobrynin, the Soviet Ambassador in Washinaton, 

requesting a meeting between the Ambassador and top AJC leaders. 

Howard I. Friedman, AJ C ' s National President, also sent a cable to 

Ambassador Max Kampelman in Stockholm, Sweden, v.tio is accompanyinQ Secretary of 

State George P . Shultz at the East-West Conference on Security in Europe, askino 

Mr. Kampelman to discuss the article with the Secret ary and with other 

appropriate people, and to urae the U.s,. oovernment to repudiate the charoes in 

the article. 

Mr . Friedman also issued a statement, declarino that t he American Jewish 

Committee was "shocked and outraqed over the savaoe and immoral attack .•• on the 

Jewish people, Judaism, and the State of Israel." 

"This latest expression of verbal violence," he saic1, "is the culmination 

of a mounting :Soviet campaion t o demoral iize and ,deleoitimize the existence of 

the Jewish people and Israel. It is redolent of the worst anti-Semitism of 

reactionary Czarist Russia anrl the murderous anti-Jewish hatred unleashed on the 

world by Adolph Hitler and the Nazis." 

Pointing out that the anti-Semitism expressed in the official Communist 

Patty newspaper "violates the Soviet Constitution and its commitments to UN 

declarations that prohibit incitement to croup hostility and hatred, " Mr. 

Friedman declared that "it must be viewed as another salient aspect of current 

Soviet intensification of anti-Americanism and of the Soviet's alobal drive 

aoainst democratic values and societies." 

The f ull text of Mr. Friedman's statement follows: 
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"The American Jewish Committee is shocked and outraged over the savaoe and 

immoral attack by the Soviet Communist newsoaper, Pravda, on the Jewish people, 

Judaism, and the State of Israel. 

"This latest expression of verbal violence is the culmination of a mountino 

Soviet campaign to demoralize and delioitimize the existence of the Jewish 

people and Israel. It is redolent of the worst anti-Semitism of reactionary 

Czarist Russia and the murderous anti-Jewish hatred unleashed on the world by 

Adolph Hitler and the Nazis. 

"To understand the seriousness of this Soviet anti-Semitic campaion, it 

must be recalled, as historians and social psycholopists have demonstrated, that 

physical destruction of a people is always preceded by such propaqanda efforts 

· to dehumanize those people. Verbal violence invariably leads to physical 

violence and destruction of human lives. 

"This obscene anti-Semitism, officially orchestrated by Soviet authorities, 

in fact violates the Soviet Constitution and its ·commitments to UN Declarations 

that prohibit incitement to oroup hostility and hatred. 

"It must also be vi e~ed as another salient aspect of curre~t Soviet 

intensification of anti-Americanism and the Soviet ' s global drive against 

democratic values and societies . And it must be opposed by all the moral 

strength of all groups committed to human riohts and elemental decencies. 

"In that perspective, we are today cablino Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin with 

a reouest for an immediate consultation with our leadershio to discuss this 

threatenino development." 

The American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human relations 

organization. Founded in 1906, it combats biootry, protects the civtl and 

.reliqious riqhts of people here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved 

human relations for all people everywhere. 

* * * * 
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WHY THE CONCILIAR MOVEMENT IS FACING A CRISIS OF CREDIBILITY 

Isaac c, Rottenberg 

Opposition to the National and World Council of Churches from within the 
participating denominations is nothing new. Numerous resolutions to withdraw 
from those bodies have b~cn submitted to church assemblies over the years. 
While those attempts were unsuccessful, knowledgeable observers are not so sure 
that a popular church-wide vote on the issue would in most cases produce the 
same result and denominational leaders have been forced to adopt measures 
designed to assure that church offerings cannot be diverted to support the 
councils except when spec ifically designated for that purpose. 

Lately growing criticism from outside the churches has created new pro
blems for the councils and has further contributed to the credibility crisis 
they are facing . How to explai~ these developments? To some church leaders 
the answer can be summed up in two words: "our enemies." Ttie enemies are 
usually portrayed as right-wing persons who do not care about poor and 
oppressed people and whose propaganda cause has now been taken up by mass 
media types who, in turn, have been encouraged by the "climate of fear" which 
is a 11 egedl y be i n,g spread from the Reagan White House. On the other side we 
find people wlio advance an equally simple two-word fonnula: "Marxism/ 
Leninism." While both positions contain elements of truth, they are hardly 
convincing in the form they are frequently presented·. 

Some church leaders have been working hard on a counter-offensive. My 
own denomination's Conunission on Christian Unity was recently reported to 
have "spent considerable time creating a l i st of ideas for educating [the] 
churches on the WCC and NCC." · One might wish that denominational leaders 
would spend equal time on finding ways to educate the wee and NCC about their 
churches, how their members feel about things. 'The reluctance to do so is 
partly rooted in the fact that such confrontation is felt to be contrary to 
the prevailing spirit of "getting along." Going against the stream is not 
exactly the way to become part of the inner circle. Another reason is that 
some church leaders actually believe that "propaganda" lies at the root of 
a 11 the problems and that what is needed more th an anything e 1 se is to get 
the printing presses rolling in a program to "inform" and "educate" the folk 
in the pew.·· 

Yet another factor at work here is the pervasive spirit of defensiveness 
which is taking hold of the ecumenical establishment. Denominational leaders 
are afraid that an open recognition that there is indeed room for criticism 
will give aid and comfort to "the enemies." Thus the remedy reinforces. the 
i 11 ness . 

The siege mentality which is spreading through the ecumenical movement 
is, indeed, a symptom of a severe sickness. The enemy lis·t keeps on getting 
longer and longer, includin_g more and more names of persons who only recently 
were active in the councils and consid.ered themselves part of the loyal 
opposition. When dissent becomes viewed as bad faith and when criticism is 
automat ica 11 y seen as a surrender to "tt.e Right, J• the i nevi tab 1 e resu 1t wi 11 be 
a ·movement that is isolated from its own constituents, estranged from American 
society, insecure about its position and increasingly strident toward those 
who are perceived to be "the enemies." To see that happen to the great 
advocates of dialogue is a sad spectacle indeed. 

., . 
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believe that we are witnessing the results of a process that predates 
the Reagan administration and recent Reader's Digest articles by quite a few 
years. It is my view that the ecumenical movement is sick because it has too 
often betrayed some of its own basic principles. 

'""l ' .~( _ _ .. 

Church leaders like to claim that their troubles find their deepest source 
in their involvement with the so-called "social agenda" with its focus on "jus
tice issues." To some extent I agree, but on a number of points I come to 
different interpretations of the data. 

I have always believed that the Church should address social-political 
issues. My own model of an active faith was fashioned in a Dutch Calvinist 
environment during the days of Christian resistance to Nazism, when convictions 
could cost one very dearly and even privately expressed dissent could lead 
straight to the concentration camps. Addressing social-political issues does 
not necessarily militate against the spirit of dialogue, except -when the 
processes within the Christian community itself become politicized. And that's 
precisely what has been happening with the social agenda of the ~CC/WCC. 

I don't mean to suggest that nice Christians never play political games. 
We all do and there is no reason to get terribly excited about every little 
campaign tactic. For instance, I can well understand that anyone who aspires 
to a high position in the ecumenical hierarchy must cultivate the Russian 
Orthodox vote in the same way that President Reagan cultivates the Hispanic 
v"ote . As a minimum that wi 1l requi re a few tri ps to Russia and saying some of 
the right things after return (and there are some very good t hings to be said 
about the great heritage of t he Eastern Chur ch). However , when I talk about 
the politicization of the processes, I am referri ng to something more serious, 
namely the slow death of dialogue and thus the cutting 'off of the life blood 
of the ecumenical ~nterprise. 

In the early days of t he ecumenical movement the battle cry was "let 
the Church be the Church!" Later t his was replaced by the sl ogan "Let the 
world set the agenda." Well, t he world did and $Omet irnes in 'Nays that were not 
originally intended . So, step by step the conciliar movement came to look 
like, sound like, and act like the United Nations. To see dialogue replaced 
at the U.N . by party- line thinking and mindless vo.t i ng pat terns· is a ~ragedy, 
but when the same thing occurs in a movement dedicated to fellowship in ·Christ, 
it comes close to apostasy. 

'.· 
' An institution that advertises itseif as be ing of a distinct nature but 

in actual practice isn't, cannot expect to maintain its credibility for very 
long. When it comes to Middle East issues, for instance, organizations like 
the National Christian Leadership Conference for Israel and the Palestine . 
Human Rights Campaign, while .motivated by relig i ous concerns, make it clear in 
their very names that they do not claim anything like ecclesial status. They 

· are open and above board about the focus of their intere3t. But the conciliar 
movement has always presented itself as a different kind of· organization, namely 
as a fellowship in Christ, bound by biblical revelation and guided by the 
perspective of the One Holy Catholic and Apostol ic Church. In truth, however, 
the NCC/WCC have repeatedly displayed a spi rit of partisanship and power 
politics that contradicts their claims and that eventually must lead to the 
charge that the ecumenical ship is sailing under false co)ors. 

During the years that I served as Chairman of the Executive Committee of 
the NCC's Office . on Christian-Jewish Relations, the political infighting between 
the various offices was fierce (as is s't'ill the case today) . But open personal 
confrontation for the purpose of ' honest dialogue was carefully avoided. Why? 
Because the interest in scoring political .Points .by passing certain resolutions 
at Governing Board meetings was greater than the interest in speaking out of a 
common faith. 

Once dialogue is weakened, all sorts of less desirable dynamics tend to 
become reinforced. On the "social agenda" ecumenical leaders want more than 
anything else to be perceived as "prophetic," as. people who question conven
tional wisdom as well as entrenched institutions. But, as Paul Tillich never 

·ti red of point i ng1 out, the prophetic spirit itse 1f must be informed by the 
"Protestant .. principle" which, in turn, implies s.elf-criticism. Prophesy without 
such self-criticism will in the end produce what Tillich called a "demonically 
distorted church." 
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To many church members, not to speak of people outside the churches, the 
ecumenical movement comes across as being extremely self-righteous. Judgmental 
pronouncements are hurled from on high, but there seems to be very little 
questioning of the councils' own entrenched positions, often virtually amount
ing to a new dogmatism. One is rem'inded of the saying, "You do it your way; 
I '11 just keep on doing it the Lord's way." There is usually a little piety 
mixed in with the pride as it is implied that the ecumenical movement has but 
one bias: God's own bias toward the poor and the oppressed. 

Thus a climate is created in which a certain brand of conventional wisdom· 
is considered self-evident and in which the word "liberal" takes on the statist 
connotation of "holding a position on the Left" rather than of oeing moved by a 
spirit of free and critical inquiry and being open to the corrective impulses 
of new data and experiences . Thus it has come to be that the National and World 
Council of Churches are still enmeshed in the "New Politics~ .pf the past decades. 
I am not saying that the signs of the times were in· every instance misread or 
that the responses to the revolutionary temper of ·our age were ipso facto con
trary to the gospel. But as one who was part of .the ·religious establishment 
during the 1960's and 1970's, I would say that; in the process of trying to be 
"prophetic," we swallowed a good dose of ideological mush and mindless slogans 
and that the present mood of defensiveness is not v~ry conducive to candid self-
examination. · 

Blaise Pascal wrote in one of his PensJes that "few men speak humbly of 
humility, chastily of chastity, few doubtingly of skepticism. " We might add 
that it is much easier to point to other peop.le's hypocrisy than to live one's 
own life with integri ty. Nevertheless , is it really asking too much of "prophetic" 
movements that they constantly take a critical look at what is preached and what 
·is practic~d and at least face up to the discrepancies with a sense of honesty, 
perhaps even with a bit of humor? That spirit seems to be very much lacking on 
the contemporary ecumenical scene. 

For instance, the literature about a simple lifestyle and the slogans 
about solidarity with the poor and the oppressed, regularly mailed from ecclesi
astical headquarters , are simply not taken very seriously by local pastors who 
are well aware that those admon1tions come from church administrators who by and 
large enjoy lifestyles considerably less simple than the one forced upon them 
because of much lower salaries . There are radical Christians who live in fellow
ships like the Sojourners Community in Washington, O.C . and whose lifestyle has 
gained tpem a good deal of credibility and there are radical Christians who 
recite ,the language. Listening to some of the.most revolutionary voices within 
the New York church bureaucracy often left me with the impression that these 
people expected very little change in their own neat little streets in New 
Jersey's affluent suburban COITJllunities once "the system" would come tumbling 
down, inaugurating the new age of equality. 

During the early 1970's, the office of the Rev. Arie Brouwer, until re
cently General Secretary of the Reformed Church in Ameri ca, now Associate 
General Secretary of the WCC and apparently eager to become the next General 
Secretary, regularly was the scene of high ~evel executive discussions on the 
stock market. A financial advisor by the name of John Powell was present for 
our deliberations . Were we planning divestiture of stocks in the denominational 
portfolio of companies that do business with South Africa? Hardly! In good 
American capitalist fashion we were venturing some of our own funds in an 
attempt to make a profit wherever it could be found. The market decline after 
the Arab oil embargo in 1973 put a stop to our sessions and made us all scramble 
to cut our losses. 

Some of my radical Christ i an friends would never become involved in such 
Mammon-l ike ventures. About that, of course, one can (and we do) argue . But it 
has always st ruck me as beyond dispute that clerics who quite freely embrace 
some of the fruits of our capitalist society ought to tone down on their rhetoric 
about the evils of our system. I am not advocating an uncritical stance toward 
flaws in our . social structures, but the simple truth is that a good deal of the 
ecumenical negativism about the United States comes from ecclesiastics in New 
York and Geneva who are making a rather comfortable career out of "Thfrd World 
concerns." 

On the other hand, much of the ta 1 k about Marxism. in the ecumenica 1 move
ment se~ms to assume a straight-line ideological approach and to take too little 
account of the complex dynamics t hat mark al l movements . I believe that the 
problems of the NCC/WCC must, at least to a l arge degree, be seen in terms of the 
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historical tendency of visionary movements to turn into tired bureaucratic estab-
1 ishments . It ~appens with political movements, labor movements and, unfortun
ately, it sometimes happens to religious movements as well. 

The hundreds of reporters and ·observers who roamed the campus where the 
WCC held its, iga3 Vancouver Assembly did not fi'nd theinselves surrounded by 
delegates who first and foremost had Marxism/Leninism on their minds. Rather, 
they saw an immensely diverse gathering of people engaged in worship, fellow- · 
ship and conversation, listening to an endless flow of speeches and reports, 
while occasionally being asked to vote. Of course, in the backgrouno the politi~s 
wer·e hot and heavy. To be or not to be critical of the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan, that indeed was a question with profound implications, including the 
possible departur.e of the Russian Orthodox Church from the Council . 

It is in the realm of background politics that power- brokers always have 
their best chance. particularly since they exercise considerable control over 
the processes and thus can greatly influence th~ tone and the direction of the 
movement. One of the key players among the ecumenical inner circle during the 
past decade or so has been Presbyterian William P. Thompson, a bureaucrat who 
is strong on parl i amentarian legalisms and somewhat weak on humor, a person who 
is ever ready to temporarily surrender his chairmanship in order to assume an 
advocacy role and make sure that his views prevail. 

Early May 1976, only two years after the' NCC~s Office on Christian-Jewish 
Relations had been established with the aid of a Lilly Endownment grant, its 
fot..ure was discussed during a meeti ng in the office of NC_C General Secretary 
Claire Randall. The minutes of that meeting record that Mr . Thompson, then 
President of the N!!tional Council of Churches, e~p.lained why the budget crunch 
in his own denomination .precluded fi nanc i a 1 support ~nd adv·i s~.d the group to 
seriously consider closing the office. The point I want to make is that the 
opinio.ns of local members count for very 1 ittle once key oureaucrats have made 
up their minds about certain priorities. In the area of budget 1;ontrol that is 
simply a fact of bureaucratic l ife. 

In light of such lack of commitment on the part of certain ecumenical 
leaders, it is hardly surprising that t he Office on Christian-Jewish Relations 
has limped along on deficit spending and is right now operative mainly because 
of a grant from the U. S. Holocaust Memorial Council. I refuse to believe that 
thi s situation reflects the preference church members would show if things de-
pended on their vote. · 

Wnen Bishop James Armstrong assumed the presidency of the. NCC he seemed 
eager to avoid the "leadershi;:i of decline" that had marked the terms of his 
immediate predecessors . This is not to say that the latter are people without 
talent. I'm sure that they are not, but as church leaders they lacked vision 
and consequently were incapable of inspiring the movement or giving it direction, 
except down the road where ideological ~onflicts increasingly took the place once 
occupied by inter-d~nomi national frictions . 

Armstrong was apparently prepared to reintroduce some theological perspec
tives that had be·en neglected and to challenge at least some of the imbalances 
in positions and language that had become such predictable trademarks of 
ecumenical pronouncements. If 1 have read his interitlons correctly, it is the 
more unfortunate that he felt compelled to resign before his efforts could have 
a significant impact on the organization. · 

. Both the- NCC and wee are looking for new executive leadership . Adminis
tratively speaking those organizations are rather strange creatures. A few 
organizational changes might be desirable, but some of the recent attempts at 
denominational restructure do not give cause fpr great optimism on that score. 
Interminable and expensive bureaucratic processes usually produce little more 
than a reshuffling of chairs and a redefini-tion of titles, wi th9ut bringing 
about a renewal of vision and fresh new approaches . Hopefully the future of the 
conciliar movement will hold something better than that. 

What is really at stake is not the ecumenical movement in the broad sense 
of the movement of the Holy Spirit, nurturing mutual growth in community among 
Christians of many traditions. That movement hardly shows signs of decline. 
What is at stake is the question whether the Protestant conciliar structures will 
play a creative role in the continuing search for Christian unity or will them
selves become a major cause of disunity and loss of dialogue. 

Mr. Rqttenberg, a minister of the Reformed Church in America, is the 
Executive Director of the National Cristian Leadership Conference for Israel .-
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Proposed Gennan-Saudi Weapons Deal 

As .we await the outcome of the discussions in Israel between 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Prime Minister Itzhak Shamir, 
we thought it would be useful for you to have information 
on ·the current status and backgrm.md of the proposed anns 
agreement between the Federal Republic of Gennany and 
Saudi Arabia. 

I would appreciate seeing any articles and editorials on 
the subject and will ·be in touch with you if I get additional 
:infonnation. 
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PROPOSED . GER.MAN-SAUDI WE_APON DEAL 

Backgrounder by 
David Geller 

Dir~ctor, European .Affairs 
Intel".national Relations Department 
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The report that Chancell6r Kohl is s~riously considering the sale of 
weapons to Saudi Arabia has raised understandably strong reactions in 
Israel and great · concern among its friends. The concern has been· 
heightened by the f8Gt that the types of weapons that the Germans are 
purportedly planning to sell to the Saudis include some of the niost · 
sophisticated in the German arsenal . 

The policy of the Federal Republic or" Germany (FRG) regarding . the sales 
of weapons has been bC!sed on two prfociples: (1) that German· arms sales 
to non-NATO countries would be restricted, and (2) that German weapon's 
would not be sold to a country in "areas of tension." ·aoth .of these 
principles were recently redefined . and in effect constitute new guide
lines adopted • . . Under these gu~delines the West- German G_overnment would 
allow . .arms sales to non:--NATO countries Where "political interests" are 
involved. Also, the concept of "are~s of tension" has been qefined · mo're 
narrowly; i.e., no perf11it would be gra.nted "when tl"]e international 
situation of the buyer-country" does not permit a sale; when a iale 
_would "heighten existing tensions;" and when "there is danger of an 
armed conflict." There must also be "adequate security" that German 
weapons will . not be resold_ to ineligible third world _countries. 

The ~bov~ mentioned changes. are designed to make easier the implementa
tion of. a reported . arms sale agreement with ~audi Arabia • . Such a sale 
would be the .first time that the Feder~l Republic has made an arm~ ~ale 
commitment outsiqe of. the NATO alliance. The Government claims that it 
is following up· on ·a comn:iitment made to the Saudis by former Chancellor · 
Helmut Schmidt and, notwithstanding Schmidt's denial, th~y intend to 
proceed. 

Opposition to such sales in Germany is very strong. It comes from; (a) 
those who feel that given the . "special relationship" that exists betweeri 
the Germans and the Jews, it is unt~inkable that German weapons would be 
used to kill Jews; (b) those, expecially in the Green Party and Social 
Democratic Party, who oppose the sale because they believe it would 
eventually lead ·to a · counter-balancing sale of weapons to· Israel. In 
other words,. _they a_re qpposec;f to German weapons being used by Israel to 
fight against the Arabs; (c) there is a smaller grotip whic~ is oppbsed 
in ·principle to West - Germany ~becoming a major arms suppl.ier in the 
world·. 
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The relationship between the ' west German . Government and Saudi Arabia is 
i fairly recent development and based primarily on the fact that until 
1983 Saudi Arabia was Ge+many's foremost oil supp.lier . In 1981 almost 

· 30% of its imported oil came from Saudi Arabia. · Furthermore, the Saudis 
have become the largest trading partner of the West Germans outside the 
West. Most importantly,. during the recent economic troubles in West 
Germany, Riyadh became Bonn's leading foreign creditor . Between 1980 and 
1982 it lent the FRG 23 billion OM. 

In 1981 it was reported that total German exports to all parts of the 
world rose by 10.8% whereas to the Arab countri~s exports rose by 43.6%, 
with Saudi Arabian purchases totaling 4 billion OM. A Saudi-German 
Joint Commission on Economic and iechnplogical Cooperation was set up in 
August of 1975 comprised of high level .representatives of government and 
industry. In October 1983 it was reported that 55 joint ventures are 
now in operation. Ger~an companies have set up training centers in 
Saudi Arabia as well a~ in the FRG. 

It has been reported that the ·weapons deal centers on three types of 
weapons. They are: (1) "Roland II" surface to air command missiles: a 
mobile missile system mounted on a wheeled vehicle with high maneuver
ability - in difficu~t terrain; (2) "Gepard~: a mobile anti-aircraft 
cannon system installed on leopard I tracked ca~rying vehicler (3} 
"Marder": armed personnel carrier. A modern' combat · vehicle for infantry 
capable of carrying ten soldiers. · 

Based 9n r~ports frpm. Jane's Weapons Systems, it is clear that all three 
weapons constitute i.ndispensable components of an integrated offensive 
weapon ~ystem centere~ around main battle tanks and designed to provide 
them . with air defense and enhanced as~ault capabilities . Their designa
tion as "defensive" weapons is correct only in· the narrowest technical 
sense . · In actual combat, their role is even more offensive on the 
ground than fa that of the AWACS in the a_ir. 

Accordingly, notwithstanding the German claim that these weapons are 
defensive, military experts point out that they can be used offensively 
as well. It has also been alleged that as a "moderate" country Saudi 
Arabia must be armed adequately so that it can maintain internal · 
strength. It is obvious, however, that anti-aircraft weapons and 
surfac~-to~air missiles are not the kinds of weapons that are used 
primarily for internal defensive .purposes. Furthermore, the technology 
involved in this weaponry .is highly sophisticated and complex and would . 
require the stationing of German advisors to train the Saudis. This 
situation would be made even more grievous by the. fact that nothing 
would preclude the Saudis from inviting military representatives of 
other Arab countries to participate in 'these training exercises. 

In defend_ing their dec~sion to negotiate an arms deal with Saudi Arabia ; 
German government officials have stressed that they do not consider 
Saudi Arabia a country· fitting their definition of one contributing to 
tension. Yet the Saudi Arabian Government has proclaimed a .holy war of 
Islam (jihad) against Israe~ and has called for all "true believers" to 
play their part in a common united struggle against Israel. The Saudis 

. have opposed the lebanese~Israeli Agreement of May 17, 1983, because it 
would bring about a measure of normalization of Lebane~e-Israeli 
relations. It should also be remembered that Saudi Arabia ~as joined 
directly or indirectly in every Arab war waged against Israel's exis-

.- . 
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tence since 1948, and has financed mil~tary supplies to Arab states 
engaged in wars against Israel, as well as to PLO terrorist organ
izations. Contrary to the fRG government guidelines, the proposed sale 
would indeed "heighten existing tensions." Past experience shows that 
it is illusory to believe that "adequate security" can be maintained 
precluding transfer of the weapons to other Arab countries. 

Finally, putting German weapons into the hands of those sworn to kill 
Jews would be an insult to the memory of those who died in the Holocaust 
as well as to the survivors of that crim~. It would also undermine the 
efforts of those in West Germany who have attempted to educate a new 
generation in the spirit of democracy, concern for human r_ights ·and 
German-Jewish reconciliation. 

(Attached is the text of the letter sent by AJC President Howard I. 
Fried!nan to Chan~ellor Helmut Kohl.) 

YO 35-011684- IRD 
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January 16, 1984 

His Excellency Mr. Helmut Kohl 
Chancellor, Federal Republic of Germany 
Adenauer-Allee 139 
5300 Bonn 1 
Federal Republic of Ge.rmany 

Dear Mr. Federal Chancellor: 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

We are dismayed and distressed by persistent reports that the 
Federal Republic of Germany is preparing to sell sophisticated · 
weapons systems to Saudi Arabia. We wish to reiterate our 
deep concern and strong opposition to such actions, which we . 
believe will intensify tensions in the Middle East and 
encourage Arab trends in the direction of war against ·rsrael 
instead of toward a negotiated peace. 

We hope that the Federal Republic will reconsider its reported 
decision in view of the following facts: 

1. Saudi Arabia regards itself as a belligerent in the Arab
Israel conflict, has even proclaimed an Islamic jihad or holy 
war against the Jewish State, and has given practical expression 
to these sentiments by providing billions of dollars to Syria, 
J~rdan and the PLO to purchase weapons. 

2 . The three reported weapons systems, while ostensibly designated 
as "defensive," in fact constitute indispensable components of 
an integrated offensive we·apons system centered around main 
battle .tanks and designed to provide them with air defense and 
enhanced assault capabilities. The distinction between defensive 
and offensive is an illusive one. The only real distinction 
is in the intentions of the user . Until the Saudis unequivocally 
renounce war with Israel as an option, a ny prudent statesman 
must assume these weapons may be used in a renewed Arab attack 
against Israel. 

3. German· experts will no doubt be involved in tr~ining the 
Saudis in the use of these weapons. 
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His Excellency Mr. Helmut Kohl -2- January 16, 1984 

In view of the special historical circumstances, Germany should 
in no way lend its hand to a policy that may lead to the loss 
of Jewish lives and endanger the security o.f the Jewish State. 

HIF: jg 

Respectfully yours, 

Howard ·r. Friedman 
President 
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FOCUS ON ISSUES 
GERMAN-ARAB RELATIONS 
8y Amo Herzberg 

BONN Jan. 9 (JTA) -At the end of January( 
ChancellO: Helmut Kohl is scheduled to visit lsroe • 
He intended to go there last October as the first stop 
on a swing through the Middle Eost. But Menachem 
Begin'.s Illness and his resignation as Premier made It 
necessary for Kohl to postpone his visit to the Jewish 
State. 

In the meantime, relations between the two coun
tries have deteriOl'ai..d . After years of hesi toting to 
deliver anns to "areas of tension," West Germany has 
embarked on a 11tllin9 spree to Arab countries. Ger
many wants to sell sorhisticoted military hasdware 
long sought by Israel s enemies. The lure of the petro 
doUor is, after al I, too great to poss up. 

There is a change going on in Germany. Offic 
lal policy is moving away from the "special relation
ship" to lwel that was an outgrawth of the post. In 
the wake of a new approach to war and peace, and 
as o nKJtter of self-assertion, the post might be for
gotten. Germany wants lo be free to deal with the 
Middle East conflict ln its own way. 

When Kohl visited Arab countries last October 
he went iri ioorch of orders for military hardware. 
When he retvmed, not much was said PJblicly about 
the success or failure of his quest. But soon after, 
high""TQnking delegations from Artie countries came 
here to look at the material Germany had to offer 
and a few weeks ago it was officially confirmed In 
the Bunde~tag that Bonn wlll sell arms to Sauti Arabi 
In the near futvre • 

The Role Of The German-Arab Society 
1 The man who confirmed this was DePJty Foreign 

Minister Juergen tv\oellemann. In hi$ "priw~" life 
he is the P'esident of the German-Arab Society. 
Some time ago Im accepted this "honor" with the 
appoval for Foreign Minister Hans-Oietrich Gen
sct.r. "I am a politician who is especially interested 
In the pniblems of the Arab region," tv\oellemann 
explained. Actually, he is theheod ofa powerful pro 
Ari:ab lcbby which has Infiltrated the German govem
ment and is hard at work to change public opinion 
about the Arabs and Israel. 

There is nothing new about o lcbby rep-esenting 
the Arab cause. What makes the German-Arab Socie 
so special is that officials participating in forn.ilat
ing the nation's policies are, at the same time, acti 
participants in the Society's lobbying efforts. 

After it was founded in 1965 the German-Arab 
iety was r.frly Inactive. This c~nged with the Arab 
oil embargo following the Yom Kippur War, with tt. 
spread of petl"odollors ond with the changed p>litical 
climate in the Middle East. 

Pre11tntly,the Society Is the center of All'Ob 
propaganda in Germany. Its influence has grown In 
spite of tte fact that It does not ho.. more than 750 
members. Included In the membership ore 200 power
ful corporations, prominent politicians and civil •r
vice bureaucrats. The Arabs supply the money, if nee 
euory 1 to ~p the machinery of the organization 
running smoothly. 

'A Faithful Partner Of The Arabs' 

It is no secret that the Arab league and several 
Arab eni:>assies support the Society. This organization 
is as an article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeit
u~g recently cal led it, "a faithful partner of the 
Arabs. u 

DAILY NEWS BULLETIN 
a 

During the war In Ulbcmon, the Society gcalned 
national pi>ltcity when It obtained the names of 150 
German p>litlcians, scientists, theologians and jour
nalists on a petition demondlng that Israel uncondi
tionally get out of Lebanon. The Society is a.lso 
active in trying to open markets for German industry 
tn Arab countries and cement German-Arab politico! 
bands. 

Since 198>1 Arab lobbyists ln Germany have tried 
to peraiade polic)'mObu to sell arms to Arabs. At tha 
thne, the British newspaper Observer, reported abou1 

Germany's negotiations with Ubya1 Saudi Arabia, Ira 
and Syria. It disclosed the vital role a German com
pany by the name of Magirus~eutz pla)48d in the 
Yorn Kippur War. . 

This company devised a method to breach th!I forti
fications and barriers erected on the Israeli side of tht 
Suez Canal. It manufactvred a water cannon which 
was. delivered to Eg~t one week before the outbreak 
of the WOf, The flfm s engineers supervised the train
ing of Egyptians in the use of the water cannon: Par
enthetically, it is interesting to note that Maguus
Deutz refused to do business with Israel. 

A Distinction 'Mthout A D lfference 

Israel is very well aware of the tvm in German 
policy, despite efforts by politicians such as Moelle• 
mann to minimize the seriousness of the situation. He 
told the Parliament recently that the mle of military 
hardware to Sauti Arabia will not affect Israel's •c
urity. Other pro-"'® opologists, in what has becomi 
a game of terminology, •ek to distinguish between 
"offensive 11 and "defensive" weapons. lsrae I has 
rejected this distinction wlti'lout o difference. 

Premier Yitzhak Shamir Instructed Deputy Foieign 
Minister Yefuta Ben-Meir lo summon the German An 
bassodor and to deliver a stiff complaint about the in 
terded arms sale to Arab countries. Kohl wi II have a 
lot of explaining to do when he meets with Israeli 
officials in Jennolem. 

lsroel's position on the arm.s sole ls not new. last 
August, Begin told German officials that Germonr 
has no moral right to se 11 arms to Arabs. Anhat h~ 
It was reported that Saudi Arabia wanted to buy 300 
German Leopard tanks which rote as about the best 
In the world and which would give Sa\lti Arabia a 
definite technological advantage over Israeli armor. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia started some adroit mane 
ering behind the scenes. If they cannot buy the tonk 
outright, thl¥might as well buy the company that me 
ufactures the tonics. The Saudis have sought to acqui 
2-4 percent of the shanlof Rheinmetall A.G. Such 01 

- acquisition would give tham a formidable voice in 
coinpony affairs, a veto over cles, and a political 
foothold of major proportions on o world scale. 

frequently, a look behind the scenes reveals a f1 
deal about ongoing and changing p>llcies. It kilps k 
explain the continuing and constant extension of the 
Arab Israeli conflict Involving rmore and more goven 
ments. It also points to the harsh reality that govem 
ment policies are not permanent but really quite 
ephemeral. So, too, Ger:""'ny's "spacial relationshl 
to Israel cannot withstand tt. factor of time and 
what Germany tees as more urgent and Imperative 1'I! 

ities. · 
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GERMANY'S ARMS SALES TO SAUDI ARABIA. 

IS MJRAll Y UNBEARABLE 

COMMENTARY 

DR. MARC H. TANENBAUM* OF THE .AMERICAN JEWISH CO~TI'EE 

The proposed sale of major. weapon~ systems by the West Gennan 
gove!lllllent to Saudi Arabia has triggered of~ the deepest feelings .of 
resentment throughout the Jewish community, and, Wldoubtedly, among 
other people. 

.. Jewish lead,ers .are .not .pa~if:j.st. They r~9goJ~e tQ.e urgent n~ed 
of maintaining strong military defenses against the expansionism in the 
Middle East and in other threatened parts .of the world. 

But the symbolism of Gennany and Saudi ·Arabia fanning a lnilitary 
partnership to pile up the most lethal weapons of 9-estructiori on the near
by borders· of Israel is morally and emotionally tmbearable to· contemplate. 

I am not anti-Gennan. I do not hold the post-World War II gen~ 
eration of Gennans collec~ively guilty for the Nazi slaughter of six 
million Jews. With my colleagues at the _American ·Jewish Conmri.ttee, I 
have worked for .more than a decade to help strengther. a new democratic 
Germany. Therefore, I am not :interested in Gennan guilt, but in Gennan 
moral responsibility. · · · 

This action of providing an offensive weapons system to Saudi 
Arabia is an act of moral callousness and regression. Does. not Germany know 
what everyone else seems to know -· that Saudi Arabia has declared a j~d, · 
"a holy war," to destroy Israel? That Saudi Arabia provides billions o 
petrodollars to support Syria's ~ilitarism and th~ PLO's terrorisl)'l against · 
Jews? Can the new Germany really live with the fact that they could be . , 
making ~t possible for Saudi Arabia to try to destroy .the Jews of Israel? 

There is still time for the New Genna.ny to turn away from the 
path of the Old Gennany. 

*Dr. Tanenbaum is director of the internatfonaI relations department of the 
American Jewish Connnittee. 
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Stockholm And Stuttgart Are Themes At FDP Convention 
Strong Dollar Stirs Concern 
The Stock Market: A Very Good Year 
Middle Income Families Find Rent Increases Hard To Swallow 
Divorce Rate Lower For International Marriages 

BONN PINS HOPES FOR DETENTE ON STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE 

The Federal Government supports sending the Soviets a strong signal of the West's wil
lingness to negotiate a r ms reductions, when the Conference on Confidence-Building and 
Disarmament in Europe convenes in Stockholm Tuesday (January 17). In Bonn's view, ac
cording to Foreign Office sources, Stockholm is no substitute for Geneva, where medium
range missile reduction t alks between the U.S . and the U.S.S.R. end~d in stalemate last 
year, but the Government hopes the conference will promote a renewal of detente and be a 
first step toward a resumption of ·disarmament talks . The Stockholm conference , expected 
to last two and a half years, will deal initial ly with such matters as advance notice of 
maneuvers and m~asures to make trpop movements comprehensible ~o t he other side. While 
praising Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher for playing a decisive role in bringing 
about the Stockholm conference , the Social Democratic Opposition's foreign policy expert 
Karsten Voigt said the Government ' s "expedient optimism11 cannot conceal the current 
impasse in East-West rela t ions and a foreign policy char acterized by "miscalculation and 
desperation." The Government mus t make a new beginning at Stockholm , said Voigt, and it 
can count on SPD support for such an effort _ Jo Leinen , a West German representative of 
the Internat ional Peace Movement, told the press in Bonn Wednesday (January 11) that the 
Movement would like to have official observers present in Stockh.o lm with the right to 
address the conference. The movement' s aims include the establishment of nuclear w.eap
ons-free zones in Eu~ope, a fr~eze on the development and deployment o~ atomic weapons , 
and an agreement renouncing the use of force. · 

GLOBAL BAN ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS IS BONN OBJECTIVE 

Federal Government Spokesman Jtirgen Sudhoff stated Wednesday (January 11) ''that Bonn 
' would look very carefully at recent Soviet proposals for a ban on of chemical weapQnS in 

Europe, and would discuss them with its NATO partners. However, ·s~dhoff stressed Bonn's 
longst·anding· support of a global · morat or.ium on the development, pr9duction and storage 
of chemical weapons , and questioned . whether regionalization was a proper approach to 
the issue. Minister of State in the Foreign Office Alois Mertes said that Bonn is ready 
to respond positively to the Soviet propos~ls, should study of them reveal new elements 
which would advance the urgent goal of a verifiable worldwide ban on chemical weapons. 
_.:.... Egon Bahr, the Social Democrat.ic Oppos.ition' s expert o:n disarmament, said Thursday 
(January 12) ' that the failure up until now of ~fforts to achieve . the wqrldwide elimina
tion of such weapons should not serve as a pretext for impeding progress at the Eµrope&n 
level. Such progress, according to Bahr, would improve chances for a global treaty. 
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STOCKHOLM AND STUTTGART ARE THEMES AT FDP CONVENTION 

The West h·as not thrown . away the chatfre. for arms· reduction by deploying medium-range 
nuclear· missiles in Europe, Free. Democratic Party Parliament ary Leader Wolf.gang Misch
nick told ·delegates at : the FDP' s traditional Epiphany convention in Baden-WUrttemberg. 
Speaking for national Party Chairman and Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich . Genscher, who·· is 
recovering from ~n auto ~ccident, Mischnick reminded those inclined to be overly opti
mistic that i~ will be harder to dismantle missiles already deployed than it would have 
been t o avoid stat ioning them in the first place. However, he also stressed the new op
portunity offered for progress on this issue by the Stockholm Conference on Confidence
Building and Disarmament in Europe, which begins January 17. Looking back on 1983, a 
year in which national elections reduced FDP mandates in Parlia!Jlent from 54 to 35, 
Mischnick said that the party had passed its survival test and would remain a factor in 
national politics . . Mischnick identified the struggle against unemployment as the de
cisive social and economic issue of the 80s, yet spoke against what .he .termed unreason
able position on wages , specifically ~nion demands for a reduc tion of the work week from 
40 to 35 hours without any reduc tion in earni ngs . 

FUNCKE : INTEGRATION OF OLDER CHILDREN POSSIBLE 

The Federal Commissioner on Resident Foreigners, Liselot te Funcke (FPP), has rejected a 
· proposal by the CDU/CSU pariiamentary group that would deny res:j.dent sta t us to guest 
workers' childr.en when they become iegal aduits at age 18 unless they have lived in the 
country sii:ice age six o r younger. Current law grants fore.ign residents' children under 
16 permanent residency . The Union Parties ' proposal was . a modification of earlier sug
gestions, made by M:j.nis ter of the Interior F_riedrich Zimmermann (CSU), which would have 
lowered to ~ix the age l{mit for children foreign residents coul~ bring into _ the ~oun
try, a restriction aimed at improving the chances for integration. Funcke maintains 
there are numerous cases of linguistic and educational integration of foreign children 

• -· - •• • - •, : . • .: l • ' .. ., ..: - • · - • • • ' . • " J ' ••• t • • : • • ;J • ' . • •• ' .... . , ..I. ' ..;J 

who came to Germany a t a later age . She proposed instead granting . . permanent -resi·aen-ce· to 
children entering the country at 13 or older only if they demonstrate proficiency in 
German, have attended school reg~larly, and· are willing to participate in job training . 

GENERAL DISMISSED AMID CONTROVERSY 

Bundeswehr Gener·a1 Glint er Kiessling, 58, one of the country ' s three highest ranking mil
itary men and a Deputy Suprem~ Commander at NATO headquarters in Europe, was sent into 
early retirement. short ~y after Christmas by Minister of Defe:nse Manfred .Worner . . In a 
te1evi~ion. interview We~riesday (J~nuary 11), Worner asserted that Kiessling had become a 
nati6nal security risk, but refused to iive further details . The Ministry of Defense has 
withheld comment on alleged military intelligence reports that the four-star general is 
homosexual and therefore a potential target for blackmail. In newspaper interviews over 
the weekend, Kiessling emphatically denied the allegations , saying that he had · never 
been involv~d in homosexual relationsl!ips in his life and . that. falsified documents or 
m_iiitaken . ident;fr{e.s _may he at the root of the controversy. --: Defense Minister · W6rner 
denled. _that· NATO. SupI:eme Commander Bernard . Rogers is in any way involved . in . the Kiess:
ling 'affair . Foime.r defens·e minister ' Hans Apel (SPD) ciaims Rogers . is against having a 
Wes't German deputy arid has been tryit).g to. do· away . with the position for some time: . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

GREENS bI\TiDED OVER COOJ;>ERATION WITH SP.D IN HESSE 

The ·na~io.nal ·e~ecutive :committee of ~i;e -~cological-pacifist 9reen Party has reje_cted 
t :enti:itive results·. reached after mor'e tban' two mo~ths of negotiations between the Greens' 
regional . d)::"ganization in Hess.~ and. Social Democrat~c Prime Minister . Holger Borner' s 
minod .. ty-ied _s.tate goverftmen·t. According· to Green spokesma.n Michael Schroeren in Bonn, 
the national consensus .of the Party is that its ecological positions are not being 
adequately accomodated by Borner. Nevertheless Greens in Hesse expect the party's s t ate 
convention on January 14-15 to ratify cooperation with the SPD in Wiesbaden. Borner and 
Green Party members of the state parliament say they still have further negotiations 
ahead but are agreed on important . . points in_ s tat~ energy_ and environmental policies 
problems concerning care.er training', and women's issues. 
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T H E E C 0 N 0 M I C A C C 0 U N T 

. On Thursday, J ar]uary 12, the. U.S. do 7, for 's 
off~cial rate i n Frankfurt was DM 2.83?5 . . 

.. DOLLAR PROLONGS DRAMATIC RIS E 

The ad.vance of the ~ollar against the D=-mark and most other :European currencies set new 
long-time records in the week under i;eview. At the Frankfurt noon fixing on Friday, 
January 6, the DM 2.80 level was exceeded for the first time in ten years and the rate 
remained. above that figure during ·the following days. On Thursqay, January 12, it 
climbed to DM 2. 837.5 and some trade's were effected . at DM . 2. 8450, in spite of heavy 
dollar sales by the Bundesbank. The U.S . currency had thus advanced more ~han 10 Pfennig 
in the first few days of 1984 and some 50 Pfennig 21 percent -- in one year. 

STRONG DOLLAR STIRS CONCERN 

. . 
The steady rise of the U.S. dollar against the D-Mark is causing copcern in many 
quarters and has · promptep suggestions by some that protective measures be taken. The 
head of the National.Association of Chambers of Cominerce, Ot to Wolff vo?· Amero~gen, in a 
radio interview Wednesday . (January 11) expressed a pprehension that rises in import 
prices and · interest rates resulting from the dollar ' s advance would cancel out the 
advantages gained through more competitive export prices. Spokesmen for the opposition 
Social Democratic Party recently called for a decoupling of West European currencies 
from the dollar, including a possible tax on capital transfers . Bonn Finance Minister 
Gerhard Stoltenberg spoke out agai nst such a decoupling, arguing that the free movement 
.of capital is highly beneficial to · the .co~ntry ' s economy. Economics Minister Otto Count 
Lambs~orff also condemned any such interference , but appealed to Washington for greater 
efforts to curb American i n t erst rates. Bundesbank President Karl Otto Pohl pointed to 
effort.s. already undertaken to restrain interst rates from following American rates 
upward. 

STOLTENBERG ASKS PRIORITY FOR BUDGET REHABILITATION 

Cutting income taxes and easing the financial burden on families are important tasks for 
. the Government, says Bonn Finance Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg in an article for the 
CDU 's party news service . Yet so . ~ar-reaching a reform would 'necessarily bring heavy 
revenue . iosses, he maintains and at the present ·time firs t priority m~~t go to budgetary 
rehabilitaiion and stability, in o~der to restore iound publi~ finances. Speaking on the 
country's economic situation to an audience in Kiel (Schleswig-Holstein), Stoltenberg 
said that advances last year .had clearly surpassed expectations an~ that the improve
ment, to judge by current indicators , would be more· than a short~lived one. Government 
policy, he ~aid, must allow the ~conpmy to regain its adaptability and dynamism. . . . . . 

J.,AMBSDORFF , IN . INDIA, TALKS TRADE AND INVES_TMENT 

. . . 
. During _ ~n extended visit to In~{~ (January 3-9), his fourth in six years, Bonn Minister 
of . Economics Otto Count Lambsdorff conferred with Prime .. Minister · Indira Gandhi and key 

. econo~ic offi~i~is ~ On ~~e ~~sis of these . talks, he looks for ·ai expansion of bilateral 
. tr·ade . and. po.ssibiy ·for a step.p.ing up 9f Germ~n direct investment. One· major possibility 
mention~d b.y the Minister is a contract for !;he moderniz<:1tion and . overhaul of the 
Rourkela steel works, built twenty years ago wi~h German asiistance. In ari address to 
the German-Indian Chamber of Commerce in Bombay, he came out for further m~asures to 
facilitate the access of third-world· goods to European markets', through accelerated 
tariff . cuts . a~d preferential du.ties. Lambsdorff criticized, as subtle protectionism, the 

. "v6lunt_ary rei:;traint agr_eements" . cur·rently "in vogu.e to r ·estr.ict shipment of popular 
· products frpm developi~g c~un~~ies an~ v6ice~ st~ong oppos{tion ~o cu~rent de~i~erations 
. within the . European Community over - a .poss;ible . "technology tariff" ·d~s:l.gned to protect 

the . development of hig~-t~ch indust-~ies in ·Ee countries. · 
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THE STOCK MARKET: A VERY GOOD YEAR 

Never before have the eight stock exchanges in the Federal Republic experienced a year 
with business as active or as profitable as in 1983. A fresh rally at the outset of 
January 1984 reinforced confidence which had been building earlier . . Every market ~ndex 
reached new highs toward the end of the year and then managed to surpass them on 1984's 
first trading day. The F.A.Z •. Index, compiled by the business-ori~nted ''F~ankfurter All
gemeine" daily, which established it 25 years ago with a representative selection of 
stocks valued at 100, started 1983 just below 260, dipped to the year's low of 242 to
ward the end of January, then climbed to 352 by the end of the year and reached 357 on 
the first trading day of 1984. This represented an advance of mor~ than 37 percent for 
the year, and of 47 percent over the year's low. The Commerzbank Index, on a 1953 = 100 
basis, rose from a low of 728 to 1044. 

RETAIL SPOKESMAN LOOKS FOR HIGHER 1984 VOLUME 

After an interval of stagnation, retail sales began. to expand in real terms last year 
and further improvement is on its way, said Fritz Conzen, head of the Retail Trade As
sociation, at a Frankfurt press conference. Conzen predicts that real consumer spending 
will rise 1.5 percent in 1984 , for an estimated retail sales volume increase of 0.5 to 
l percent after inflation. Some merchandise and specialty lines, however, must still re
gain ground lost during the recession, said Conzen. 

STEEL PRODUCTION AT 17-YEAR LOW 

The 39.3 million short tons (35.7 million metric tons) of crude steel turned out in 1983 
by steel mills in the Federal Republic constitute · only a 0.4 percent year-to-year dip 
but represent the lowest output level since 1966 . In compiling the figures, the Federal 
Bureau of Statistics notes that in 1974, the best steel year to date, crude steel pro
duction reached 58.6 million short tons, higher by half than last year. 

MORE NEW BUSINESS START-UPS 

The 36,000 offices, businesses, shops and factories newly entered into the official Com
mercial Register last year constituted a 5 percent increase over 1982, according to the 
magazine "Die Geschaftsidee" (Business Idea). No more . than one new establishment out· of 
fot.ir, however, qualifies for a listing in the Register, and although no precise sta
tistics are available, observers have reported signs that t_he in~ipient economic re-
covery .has brought a surge of new openings . · 

AFTER SLOW YEARS, 1983 AIR TRAFFiC MARKED BY NEW MOMENTUM 

The country's eleven international airports accommodated 48 million p·assengers last 
year, an increase from 1982 of 1. 2 million or 2.5 percent. Also handled were 2 percent 
more airmail and 6.5 percent more cargo. These gains, though modest, · constitute -a turn
around after three years of declining figures. The Stuttgart-based Working Group of 
the German International. Airports compiled the s~atistics, using pro] ected figures for 
December 1983, and expects the upward ~ovement to coniinue. The group)s Executi~e 
Dfrector Hans Achtnich deplored what he perceives as foo·t-diagging · in authorizing 
expansion ' of the Frankfurt, Diisseldorf and M:unich airports,. citing wh~t he· called 'the 
world's strictest environmental regulations. 

RAISED CHAMPAGNE _ GLASSES °CATCHING UP WITH RAISED PRICES 

Domes~ic as well as some imported champagne is regaining the popularity it enjoyed until 
a couple of years ago, before authorities boosted the special excise tax levi~d on the 
bubbly beverage. Third-quarter sales in 1983 were sufficient to offset losses. sustained 
earlier in the year, according t~ industry spokesmen, who predict the year's total will 
exceed the 1982 figure of 250 million bottles and may even approach the record high of 
272 million bottles, reached in 1981. Precise statistics are still lacking for Christmas 
and New Year's purchases. 
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PARENTS' GROUP SEES "EMOTIONAL MALNUTRITION" AS ACADEMIC DANGER 

The National Parents' Advisory Board has voiced concern that schools which strive ex
clusively for intellectual excel lence may be subjecting their pupils to a kind of 
" emotional malnutrition" in the process. Virtues such as endurance, the ability to work 
well with others, responsibility and thoughtfulness must be integrated into the goals of 
an academic education, the Board believes. Accomplishments in the emotional sphere 
should be given acknowledgement commensurate with their importance for the development 
of the individual and the social environment, say Board members. However, the Advisory 
Board "strictly rejects" grading in this area . It maintains that pedagogic influence in 
the emotional sphere instead demands long-term teacher-pupil relationships and close 
parent-teacher cooperation, which must also include the student to the degree his or her 
maturity permits. 

HAITZINGER, SZEP AWARDED NAST MEDAL AND WINE TO HELP CELEBRATE 

Munich caricaturist Horst Haitzinger and two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning political 
cartoonist Paul Szep of the Boston Globe have been announced as the winners of the 1983 
German-American Caricature Contest sponsored by the Thomas Nast Foundation in Landau 
(Rhineland-Palatinate) . Both artists will receive the Nast Medal, which comes with a DM 
1, 500 stipend, plus a periodic "wine allowance" from the region's wineries . Partici
pating in the contest, which was he.ld in memory of Thomas Nast, a native son of Landau 
and the father of American caricature, were 56 artists from both countries who together 
submitted approximately 500 political cartoons. The contest jury which selected Haitzin
ger and Szep said that the ir caricatures, like Nast's , could be described as "editorials 
in pen and ink." 

MARRIAGE LAW REFORM RE-FORMS FORMS 

State forms in North Rhine-Westphalia were redesigned this year to include a line on 
which men, too, can "type or print only" their maiden names, a bureaucratic by-product 
of matrimony which heretofore only applied to women. State Minister of the Interior 
Herbert Schnoor (ne Schnoor) says the new forms are designed to accommodate recent 
reforms in the marriage law which make it legal for a couple to choose either spouse's 
surname for their family ' s common last name. 

MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES FIND. RENT INCREASES HARD TO SWALLOW 

In 1983, a year in which renters' rights were loosened, the number .of residents who 
couldn't pay their rent rose by 20-40 percent, in the nation's major cities, according 
to the Tenants' Association. In Munich alone over 900 received eviction notices after 
fa-iling to pay overdue rent. The Tenants' Association blames this state of affairs on a 
nationwide 5. 3 percent average rent increase in 1983 and on the double- digit hikes not 
uncommon in the larger metropolitian areas: In contrast, overall living costs rose only 
2.9 percent during the same period. The Federation of Real Estate Owners maintains these 
statistics paint a picture that is worse than the actual situation. ·About 40 percent ·of 
the total cost of renting, they say, now consists of energy, utility and administrative 
expenses, which since 1976 have 'risen 70 percent as compared to 34 percent for the 
actual rent its~lf. The· 1983 rent increases, they contend, remained within bounds, and a 
new trend toward smaller increases is expected to continue into 1984. The Tenants' 
Association argues that the moderation of increases is due to the fact that a limit has 
been reached beyond which midd1e-income families would no longer be able to afford their 
rent. Both renters' and owners' groups agree that the developments in housing costs have 
resulted in a pa·radoxical situation in which thousands who have been forced to move by 
higher rents are looking for new apartments at lower rates, while several thousand 
dwelling units stand empty. 
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~ RATE LOWER FOR INTERNATIONAL MARRIAGES 

atistically, a marriage in which one partner is of foreigµ nat; onality has better 
chances for survival than a marriage between two Germans, according ~o figures published 
by a Paderborn-based interest group for the wives of foreigners. Currently, 27·.5 percent 
of all marriages in the Federal Republic end in divorce, according to\the group's calcu
lations, while only about 19 percent of marriages between Germans and\foreigners end up 
on the rocks. The chairwoman of the interest group, Rosie Wolf-Alanas\reh, says th.at in 

\ 

the last 30 years, 400 ,000 German women tied th·e knot with husbands ori other nationali-
ties while 200,000 men took foreign brides . i 

. J 
S-BAHN SMUGGLERS TARGET OF MOBILE CUSTOMS PATROLS 

Customs patrols working the S-Bahn , Berlin's urban rail system that connects the eastern 
and western parts of the divided city , netted more than four and a half million ciga
rettes and almost 21,000 bottles of liquor in 1983. The mobile units foiled 26,000 
smuggling at tempts by West-Ber.liners an.d collected DM .450, 000 in unpaid duty, customs 
officials reported. 

PAPRIKA KEEPS BERLIN FLAMINGOS IN THE PINK 

Aviculturists ·at the Berlin Zoological Gardens have discovered· a simple yet effective 
means of keeping the feathers ·of their· resident flamingos a plush pink. Because the 
large quantities of small crustaceans which make up the tropical birds' diet in the wild 
and are responsible for their rosy hue cannot be supplied in Berlin's northern climes, 
the coloring of the flamingos at the zoo paled over the years , according to their keep
ers. The remedy: Hungarian paprika, which is added to the birds' diet of grain, algae 
meal, chicken mash, dried prawns and white bread. The flamingos, whose sense of taste 
does not register hot, spicy foods , haven ' t noticed any difference, according to im
peccable sources, but since their last molting they have rega~ned their accustomed pink 
tint. 

ANIMAL LOVERS TAKE THEIR BEEF TO THE STREETS 

On · Tuesday (January 10), members of a group calling itself the Friends of Ani~als and 
People went on trial for arson in connection with a fire in an experimental university 
laboratory in West Berlin . The "Friends " are one of many newly emerging militant groups 
of animal lovers with names like "The Animal Liberation Front," "League of Animal 
Rights," and "Autonomous Protectors of Animals," whose activitie's include chaining 
themselves to the gates of large pharmaceutical firms , storming animal laboratories, 
de'stroyirig scientific equipment, and freeing frogs and· rabbits slated to be injected 
with chemicals or dissected for science. Between seven and 14 million animals aie used 
every year in the Federal Republic to try out new surgical techniques, medicines, and 
products as ·varied as cosmetics, laundry soap and seat belts, as well as to test the 
effects · Of pesticides, chemical weapons and· radiation. Animal lovers are demanding a 
COnSti·tutional amendment tO guarantee animals the "right · tO life" aS "living Creatures, II 

Even though 90 percent of ·all research is ·done dn rats and mice, which, according to a 
1981 survey; are considered "lower life 'forms" by 85 percent of the population, 
thousands of citizens have sent letters of protest to Federal Research Minister Heinrich 
Riesenhuber, and a million signatures have been collected on petitions demanding an end 
to experiments on animals. Recently, Riesenhuber ~nnounced that biomedical research in 
the country was already concentrating increasingly ort methods using cell cultures as a 
substitute for · live animals. Last summer, Bonn initiated a resolution passed by th'e 
European Community Council of · Ministers w~ich, accord·ing to the Federal Ministry of 
Health, could reduce the number of animals used in EC c·ountries to test drugs by up to 
7 5 ·percent. 
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FORMER U.S. ENVOY TO SAUDI ARABIA 
SAYS USSR HAS TOLD THE U.S. IT WILL 
CONTINUE TO SUPPLY ARMS TO SYRIA 

BRUSSELS, Jan. 17 (JTA) -A former U.S. 
Ani>as.sador to Saudi Arabia said here that t+ie Soviet 
Union has informed the Reagan Administration that it 
intends to maintain its. presence in the Middle East 
and will con!inue to supply anns and su~port. to Syria 
:"in an unlimited way" to further that ab1ect1~e. 

According to Robert Neumann, an American 
expert on the Middle East1 "The Soviets would not 
hesitate to escalate the conflict (in Lebonon)if there 
was a threat ago inst Syria, Moscow is determined to 
remain in the area and will not allow itself to be 
excluded." 

Neumann mode his remarks at on international 
conference on the future of NATO and global secur
ity organized in Brussels by the Georgetown Univer
sity Center for Strategic Studies, The session lost Sa 
urday was choired by former Secretory of State Henry 
Kissinger. 

Neumann maintained t hat the multinational fo 
presently in Beirut faces o "growing crisis" that is Ii 
ly to reach o climax in the next 2-.3 months. He ur 
the withdrawal of the U.S. marines as well as the 
French Italian and British contingents of the MNF 
from ~anon. The Lebanese authorities, he said, 
must institute poli!icol reforms. . • . 

''The Uni ted States must withdraw the marines •• 
or wi ll be forced by domestic pressures to withdraw 
as the failure of American policy become more drom
oti c," Neumann dee lared. He suggested that the 
Europeans could hove an important, positive impact 
on the Palestine Uberotion Organization and might 
encourage and facilitate o larger role for Egypt in 
the peace process, 

U S SEES RECONVENING OF JORDAN'S 
PARLIAMENT A STEP TOWA~ RENEWAL 
OF THE MIDDLE EAST A:ACE TALKS 
By Doyid Friedman 

WASHINGTON, Jon, 17 (JTA) - The Reagon 
.Administration indicated today that it sees the recon
vening of the Jordanian Parliament bf King Hussein 
yesterday as o step toward renewo I o Middle East 
peace talks. 

"The best way to give new impetus to the peace 
process would be for the early entry of Jordon into 
negotiations with Israel," State Department deputy 
spokesman Alan Romberg said. 1We support King 
Hussein's efforts to create the oand it ions necessary for 
him to enter the peace talks with Israel." Rod>erg 
said the U.S. understands that among those conditions 
the King feels are necessary are bocking from t+ie 
Palestinians and other Arab states. 

Hussein, in addressing the Parliament which he 
convened for the first time in 10 yeors1 appealed to 
the "free and legitimate" Palestine Uberotion Organ
ization to work with him to seek 110 practical formula 
that wi II enob le us to perform our duty toward Jerusa
lem Palestine and its people." By "free and legiti
mot~" Hussein apparently was referring to the PLO 
headed by Yosir Arafat and not the Syrian-bocked 
rmti- Arofat group. 

Rod>erg sidestepped questions as to whether. 
Israel would join the talks since it opposed Presi
dent Reagan's Septed>er I, 1982 peace i~itioti~. 
"I'm not going to try to speak for Israel, he scud. 

"The next step is essentio lly for King Hussein to ob-
tain the support he needs." • • • 

Romberg reiterated the U.S. position that rt does 
not expect all of the parties who enter the talks to 
support the Reagon in i tiotive. He stressed that the 
talks would be held under the framework set up by 
the Camp David agreements. 

Romberg said the U. S. will enter the tolks with t~ 
belief that the Reagon initiative offers the best solution. 
"If others come to the tab le with other positions, fine," 
he said. "The point is to go bock and to lk," 

REPORT SHOWS THAT SOME 10 
A:RCENT OF ISRAEL'S POPULATION 
LIVE BELOW THE POVERTY LINE 
By Gil Sedan ... 

JERUSALEM, Jon. 17 (JTA) - Israelis,. facing on 
economic crisis and in the throes of spread mg labor un
rest were shocktd to leom that some 10 pe:rcent of 

- the ~pulotion pnisently live below t+ie powrty line . 
According to figures released yesterday ,by the. Not-

ional Insurance Institute (NII), 5001 000 people live 
on a monthly income of under 141 000 Shekels (about 
$140), This is only 20 percent of the average salary and 
defines the poverty line, About 300,000 ofthese 
people belong to the families of pensionoires but the 
rest ore members of families of salaried workers. 

The NII fi~res showed that the nurmer of poverty 
families with four or more children tripled between 
1977-1982. There was also o sharp rise in the number of 
single-parent families which fell below t~ poverty 
line in the same period. • 

Donny Azriel, Director General of the NII, said 
today that the erosion of child core ol lowances and the 
foi lure to reodjust tax brackets to inflation were the 
main causes of spreoding poverty . He coiled for 
o reform of the welfare system. Minister of Labor and 
Welfare Aharon Uzan was said to be reody to bring the 
problem before the Cabinet and demand urgent meas
ures to reverse the trend, 

Novon Blasts The Likud Government 

But former President Yitzhak Novon blasted t+ie 
Ukud government for allowing the poverty situation 
to develop. In on interview published in Haoretz today, 
Novon said that If the Nii's fi~res ore ~ct "this is 
not the poverty line but the red line. It is fiord to be
lieve that the leoders of the economy hove brought our 
society to such o low level without having foreseen it 
and without having token preventive meosur.es, " Novon 
said. 

He warned that "this situation will hove grove psy
chological and social consequences" and accused the 
government of having misled the populace. •They 
created o fool' s porodise until they woke up. The main 
victims ore the children and this is unacceptable/ 
Novon declared. 

Adding to the bod news today was the paralysis of 
all public services, inc:luding radio and television 
broadcasts, as tens of thousands of government workers 
stoged a woming strike in support of wage increases 
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to make up for the erosion of their incomes by in
flation. All government offices remained closed . 
The strike was triggered by the collapse of negotia
tions between Histadrut and the government over 
higher wages. 

26 Municipal Authorities Have Financial Crisis 

Meanwhile, a Knesset committee was warned to
day that about 20 local mul')icipal authorities face a 
financial crisis and wil I have to be bailed out by t 
government. 

Chaim !<ubersky, Director General of t he Inter
ior Ministry, told the MKs that the financial diffi
culties V!e~e largely _l!navoid!Jble, but in SOf!!e cases 
they were'the resu It of mismanagement . The govern
ment, he said, should not compensate the local 
authorities in such cases. He said the Interior Min
istry has submitted a plan to ease the crisis but so 
far has had no affirmative respanse from the Treas-
ury. · 

The Kne~t Finance Committee decided today to 
raise transportation fares by 25-50 percent. But it 
rejected a government request to increase the price 
of electricity . Ten opposition MKs rejected the rise 
The coaliti is expected to resubmit the request 

E AND SAUDI ARABIA SIGN 
Bl LLION ARMS AGREEMENT 

Edwin Eytan 

PARIS, Jan. 17 (JTA) ,:._ France and Saudi Arabi 
have concluded a $3 billion arms agreement provid
ing for the $1CJle of French-made highly sophisticated 
electronic equipment. Tl-e ~Defense Ministry 
and the manufacturers, the state-owneet·flle>mson· 
C.S.F., said yesterday that they have been asked 
by the Saudis not to disclose details of the agree-

\
ment, reputed to be the most important of its kind 
ever concluded by France. 

The usually reliable Le Monde said France wil · 
supply the-Saudi Air Force with the latest French 
ground-to-air missile, the Shahlne and~roctar equip
ment to guraertfo '?.r9e_~s7~n~ ·9 top ·sec·;.. 
ret ·Wf!'a-pOl'l-1 IS repu tealn-aeranautical circles to be 
the worlr:t'Smost efficient -- and most expensive -
anti-aircraft· missile of its kind. 

lt would be used lf!<Jinly to protect Saudi airports 
missile bases and oi 1 production facilities. The 
French are.also scheduled to export advanced train
ing equipment for the Saudi personnel who will man 
the missiles. French experts and Air Force personnel 
are to be stationed at Saudi bases for the next sev
eral years•· 

The agreement, formally announced yesterday, 
was reportedly signed a week ago by French Defense 
~~d-~~.l!,dL D@feri~ ~. 
Prince Abdul - Rahman Bin Abauf Azziz. Tfle riegotia 
tions lastecf'several months and entered their final 
phase after the Saudi minister's trip to Paris last 
May. 

An Important French Client 

Saudi Arabia, which has been trying to diversify 
its arms supplies, ha.s become an important French 
client over. the last few years . In 1.975, the Saudis 
bousht c~~le ground".'to~lr. mi~!ies which until 
now formed its ·ma in-_ an ti -:oi.rcr!:Jft defense network. 
The Saudis:also equipped their armored~Jirjgades 

(
with f..te0¢.h AMX ... 30 tan~s,._)Yhich since 1980 hove 
carried su~rsonic missiles produced by France's 
\tate-own7 ~ ~~mpany. 
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Also, in 1900, the Saudis bought in France 
four'frigates and 24 cormat helicopters equipped 
with air-to-ground missiles. 

One of President Francois Mitterrand's first vis-
i~ abroad after his election in May, 1981, was to 
Saudi Arabia. French offici~s said privately yesterdar 
that' this visit, critici:zed at the time, "has paid off. ' 

CRANSTON: WI LL MOVE u:s: EMBASSY 
TO JERUSALEM IF ELECTED PRESIDENT 
By Yitzhok Rabi 

NEW YORK, Jan. 17 (JTA) -- Sen. Alan Crans-
ton ~. Calif.), a presidential hopeful, vowed 

. her~ yesterday that should he be elected President he 
would move the United States Embassy from Tel Aviv 
to Jerusalem. 

"I am in favor of moving the American Embassy to 
Jerusalem. And I wi II move it if I am the President," 
Cranston told a meeting of the Conference of Presi
dents of Major American Jewish Organizations. Two 
of the eight Democratic Presidential candidates, former 
Vice President Walter Mondale and Sen. Emest Hollirgs 
of South Corolina1 had already appeared before the 
group. Others are to appear in the next two months. 

1·n a strong pro-Israel speech, Cranston reiterated 
his commitment to Israel's survival and security and his 
opposition to "an even-handed policy as long as Arab 
nations are at war with Israel. 11 He stated that 11 1 will 
remain steadfast in support of Israel and in support of 
the Israel-American special relationship." He expres
sed opposition to selling American arms to Israel's 
enemies, including the proposed sale of sof)histi cated 
arms to Jordan, 

On the issue.of Lebanon, Cranston called for the 
withdrawal of U.S. marines from that country. "We 
should extricate ourselves from Lebanon a s swiftly as 
we can, 11 he said, noting that Israeli troops have also 
withdrawn from areas in Lebanon to avoid casualties. 
In other remarks1 he said a strong Israel is in America's 
interest andpJedgedthat he will continue his efforts on 
behalf of Soviet Jewry. 

U.S., ISRAEL SIGN 5-YEAR AGREEMENT 
By Gil Sedan 

JERUSALEM, Jan. 17 {JTA) - The U.S. and 
Israel signed a five-year agreement here today provid
ing for the exchange of information on social services 
and human development. It covers the adoption of chil
dren with special needs, services for the functionally 
impaired, housing for the elderly, in-home day care 
for children and the prevention of juvenile delinquency. 

The signatories were Israel's Minister of Labor and 
Welfare Aharon Uzan and the U.S . Assistant Secretary 
of Health1 Dorcas Hardy. 

Meanwhile, talks have begun in Washington on the 
establishment of a free trade zone between Israel and 
·the ·u.s. An agreement in principle was reached dur
ing Premier Yitzhak Shomir's visit to Washington late 
last· November. The current discussions are expected to 

.last for several months because of the technical nature 
. of the subject. 

Talks between Israel and the U.S. on the level of 
American economic aid to IS"ael for the next fiscal 
year, are scheduled to begin in a few days in Washing
ton. The U.S. has already earmarked $1.4 billion in 
military assistance grants to Israel. Israel is request-
irg an add itiona I $1.3 bi Ilion in economic assistance . 
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AD LAN Al SURVEY FOR 1983 
SHOWS SUBSTANTIAL DECLINE 
IN A I-SEMITIC ACTIVITY 

EW YORK Jan. 17 (JTA) -- Anti-Semitic 
a lism and otrw;r attacks against Jewish institution 

btsinesses and homes declined substantially in 1983 ' 
for the second year in a row, according to the annuo 
audit conducted by the Anti-Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith. 

AD l's national director Nathan Perlmutter said 
the survey revealed 670 incidents across the nation 
a decline of 19 percent from the 829 incidents rec~ 
ed in 1982. 

Anti-Semitic incidents, he said, constitute only 
one of several manifestations of bigotry in the U.S. 
of concern tothe American Jewish community. Others 
include: ~ · 

*Anti-Semitic activities of hate grou~- such as 
the Ku Klux Klan, neo-Nazis and wrious.'ormed para
military groups, including Posse Comitatus; 

* The increasingly open anti-Semitism promoted by 
the Soviet Union as "anti-Zionism" and the activities 
of radical leftist organizations such as the Communist 
Party and the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party 
whose propaganda against Israel and Zionism attacks 
the most heartfelt concems of theavc:rv.Aielmirg majority 
of Jews both in the United States and around the world; 

*The outpouring of anti~Semitism at the United 
Nations disguised as anti-Zionism · 

The nationwide total far 1982 was almost 15 per
cent lower than the 974 recorded in 1981. The two
year decline reversed a sharply upward trend reported 
since 1979. 

The 1983 audit once again showed that three 
states, New York, _Ca,lifomia a~d New Jersey, 
accounted for a ma1onty of the incidents -- New 
York, 215; California, Ill; New Jersey 57. 

*Anti-Israel and anti-Zionist propaganda purveyed 
bt pro-Arab and pro-PLO groups; . 

* The spreading of Holocaust revisionist propaganda 
by organizations and individuals that deny the reality 
of the Nazi annihilation of six million Jews; 

large Oecrease In Assaults 

The audit, which was based on data supplied by 
the AD L's 30 regiona I offices across the nation 
also reported a large decrease in the nuni>er of as
sau lts against individual Jews and threats and harass
ments i_n ~hich Jews or Jewish-owned properties 
were victims or targets. 

TJie decline amounted to almost 41 percent -
down from 593 in 1982 to 350 in 1983. The incidents 
involving assaults and harassments were tabulated 
separately from the category of vandalism. 

The AD L reported that 115 persons were arrested i 
connection with 55 anti-Semitic incidents in both 

categories. Almost 90 percent of those arrested were 
teenagers, a statistic that fo llowed the pattem found 
by previous AD L audits. 

Likely Contributions To The Decline 

Describing the 1983 declines in anti-Semitic 
incidents as ''welcome," Perlmutter said counter
active measures and heightened public concem 
over,tl'le problem likely contributed to the decline. 
He listed the following developments: 

* Stricter law enforcement and punishment nation 
wide against those responsible for perpetrating anti
Semitic incidents; 

* Passage of laws, many based on an .AOL mocWsta 
ute, against religous or ethnic vandalism in sixteen 
states: Arizona, California, Colorado Florida Ida 
1 llinois, Indiana, Maryland 1 Massac~ssets, N~w 
Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania Rhode 
Island, Virginia and Washington· 

1 

* Stepped up newspaper arvf TV attention to 
"bia! crimes,"and intensificleducational programs to 
e~ad1c,?te bigotry and promote appreciation for ethnic 
d1vers1ty. 

The aid it cited two other possible explanations i 
the decline in anti-Semitic incidents: 

*The overall decrease in the number of crimes 
committed in this country in 1982 and the first half of 
1983, as reported by the FBI; 

* Imitative behavior, which influenced increases 
in anti-Semitic vandalism in the past, may have 
been dampened during the last t.Yo years in the face 
of stricter law enforcement and greater pd>lic 
concem. 

In assessing the findings of the audit, Perlmutter 
asserted thct they provide only a single barometer for 
measuring anti-Jewish hos ti Ii ty in th is country. 

* The private prejudices and bigotries, which 
cannot be counted, that take place in executive suites 
where discrimination against Jews is practiced, or in 
social clubs that bar Jews from merrbership. 

Several Wide ly Publicized Incidents 

The audit noted that several incidents 'in 1983 at
tracted considerable publicity and were perceived by 
many as motivated by anti-Semitism. These: included 
shoOtings directed ot New York's Yeshiva University 
and Its students, a purported arson at a Jewish center 
in Bloomington, Ind., and arson and vanddlism dir
ected ot synagogues and homes of individual Jews in 
West Hartford, Conn. 

In the Yeshiva incidents, police have not yet been 
able to establish that anti-semitism was the motive 
of the attacks. In Bloomington, authorities suspect that 
anti-Semitism was the motivation. ln the Connecticut 
incidents, a Jewish teenager admitted he was respons
ible. 

"Regard less of the decline in anti-Semitic incidents 
in the past two years," Perlmutter concluded "the 
stark fact remains that in 1983 there were 670 incidents 
of anti-Semitic vandalism. The vandalizing of even one 
religious insti tution or one home because of the relig
ion or race of the occupant is one too many." He 
called far continuing educatioro~ legislative and law 
enforcement efforts. · 

EXHIBITION ON YOUTH EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

BONN, Jan. 17 (JTA) - An exhibiti0n was open
ed here today depicting the Germon-Israeli youth 
exchange program which has been going on for a 
number of years. The opening was attended by Israel's 
Ambassador to West Germany 1 lt%chak Berr· Ari and 
the Bonn Minister of Youth and Family Heiner' 
Geissler. ' · 

The exchange is important to both courftries It is 
subsidized largely by the West German Federal gav
emment and the Federal states and is the largest 
program of its kind for Germany, except for youth ex
change with Fran~. For Israel, the program is by 
far the most extensive. There was a sharp decline in 
1982 because of the . Lebanon war and the anti-Israel 
attitudes i.t engendered in G~rmany. There was, how
ever, a slight upturn last year. But official sources 
say there is an increasing tendency among West 
German youth groups to choose exchanges with Arab 
countries rather than with lsrae I. 
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MAD RID 1 Jan. 17 (JT A) -- In defiance of Arab 
pressures, Spain is moving to recognize the State 
of Israel, exchange Arrbassodors1 and normalize 
official relations for the first time in recent history. 

Ubya and Saudi Arabia have fronted the drive 
to block Israel from obtaining full diplomatic status 
in Madrid; but the yea...old govemment of Prime Min 
ister Felipe Gonzalez has held firm. A recent meet
ing of the Council of Ministers authorized officials of 
the government to take part in several activities spon 
sored by tlie Israeli government, and to officially in
vite Israeli representatives to Spanish events. 

"Although there is no date for our first exchange 
of Ambassadors," said Samuel Hodos, Israel's princi
pal representative in the Spanish capital, "positive 
steps have been taken to bring this about." 

Without quotable comment on the Arab provoca
tions, he said during on interview here, "Our policy 
is step-by-step progress, ovoid confrontationsf de
fuse crises, and accumulate successful officio con
tacts." 

Arab Struggle To Repress Israel 

The chronology of Israel's "step4>y-step" diplo
macy, as Hodos calls it, reflects a curious comer in 
the backstage struggle of the Arabs to repress Israe l. 
In Morch, 1983, Spain's Prime Minister Gonzolez 
said in a speech while visiting Morocco, "The Arab 
world has no greater friend than Spa in 'L - but he at 
the same tir:ne alluded to "future diplomatic commun
ication with Israel. 11 

Until that moment, official relations with Israel 
had been il'I deep freeze since the state was founded. 
A breakthrough occurred when the national airlines 
of both countries gave each other landing rights. 

But immediately, inauguration of service was 
paralyzed by fear of terrorist attacks on El Al and 
Iberia aircraft, sponsored by Ubya, according to 
observers in close touch with the Spanish government. 

On June 23, Edgar Bronfman, president of the 
World Jewish Congress, had a secret meeting with 
Gonzalez in New York at which the process of initia 
ting ai~line service wa.s worked out . On July I, 
Bronfman and Jacques Torczyner, a merrber of the 
WJC Board of Govemors, met with the Prime Minister 
in Madrid. Gonzalez then had on paper the decision 
to establish diplomatic relations with Israel. 

Saudi Arabia Intervenes 

Final action was scheduled for the end of August, 
according to the knowledgeable diplomatic correspond 
ent, Alberto Miguez, but intense pressure from Arab 
states, especially Saudi Arabia, caused hesitation, 
and Gonzolez declared the matter of diplomatic 
status for Israel would have "no priority." 

Inside the government, confusion was rising, 
according to Miguez. A few days before, the Minis
ter of Foreign Affairs, Femando Moran, had met in 
New York with Jewish leaders and told them the 
decision to:recognize Israel would be implemented 
"rapidly," but in Madridf addressing Parliament, he 
declared it wou Id be "delayed." 

However, while the forei111 Minister was saying 
action in Israel's recognition had stopped, the Coun
cil of MiniSters in Madrid voted a decision to "inten
sify interchqnges" and they designated the Minister 
of T""Jnsportation, Tourism and Communications, En-

\ 
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rique Baron, to organize a program of official activ
ities with the Israelis. The Arabs responded with 
"carrot-and-stick" tactics. In October, Saudi Arabian 
representatives come into Madrid with a contract 
offer to purchase Spanish- made armaments. Libya 
openly denounced Gonzalez's moves toward Israel and 
threatened to break diplomatic relations with Spain if 
relations were actually established. 

It got them nowhere. The press quoted govemment 
sources as interpreting the arms deal to be a scheme to 
influence Spain against friendship with Israel, and the 
Saudi Defense Minister, Prince Abdul - Rahman Bin 
Abdul Azizz, went home with nothing more than 
a promise that the contract would be studied. 

Activities initiated by Transportation and Tourism 
Minister Baron, for official contacts with Israel 1 

began to create on impression that Gonmlez's idea for 
diplomatic recognition was already a fait accompli, 
according to reporters with inside government conta!=ts · 
They also reported airline security "collaborationus1n9 
sophisticated anti-terrorist methods of the Israelis." 

Col. Muammar Quaddafi of Libya was furious; 
he started bombarding Foreign Minister Moron with 
messages delivered direct to his office. 

Secret Visi ts To Israe l Reported 

Meanwhile1 the press was reporting that prominent 
members of both Spain's ma jor political parties were mak· 
ing a series of visits to Israel, Spanish and Israeli offic
ia ls were participating in each others' tourism promo
tions, and Israeli educators were official delegates 
to a Congress organized by Spain's Ministry of Educa
tion . 

The public in Spain, including the Jewish community 
there, has long been dubious tlut Israel would ever 
gain official recognition, due to the nation's depend
ence on Arab oil, for one thing, and also, the Spanish 
King's c lose ties of friendship with the Saudi royal fom~, 

There was1therefore1 some astonishment last summer 
when the King granted an audience to Hodos. He de
clines to predict when diplomatic recognition will come 
but soys, "When it does, that wil I be something of an 
historic moment. We are the only democratic nation 
without official status in Spain, despite the existence of 
major economic, cultural and ethnic ties between us~' 

Hodos, officially, is head of the Madrid office of 
Israel's World Tourism Organization. However, news
papers In the capita l have been referring to him as the 
"unofficia l ambassador." He is a man in his 50's, slight 
of build, soft spoken but dynamic1 with an easy smile. 

He has been living in Madrid with his wife and chil
dren for about a year-and-a-half. He is a career diplo
mat, with previous posts in the Israel Foreign Office 
in Jerusalem as information officer 1 in the Embassy to 
Colombia as charged 'affaire\.ond as Ambassador to 
Bolivia. 

"My job now? 'Coordinator' of our two countries' 
maturing relations, " Hodos says. 

(Tomorrow: Part Two) 

* * * 
PARIS (JTA) - President Francois Mitterrand has 

promised to try and help Israel maintain its current agri
cultural exports to Western Europe afterSpain and Por
tugal became full merrbers of the European Economic 
Community (EEC) in 1986 and begin to enjoy preferren
tia I tariffs. Spain and Portugal sell in Western Europe 
agricultural products similar in kind and availability to 
those expOFted by lsrae I. 
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TO: NJCRAC and CJF Member Agencies 

FROM: C?arney B~omberg, Assoeiate Director 

RE: Urgent Action Recouimeridations concerning West German arI!lS sales 
to Saudi Arabia 

The following was sent· over our ·Instant Telecommunications -Network 
today: 

''You a£e ·probably aware that the West Germans are again contemplating 
the sale of major weapons systems to Saudi Arabia. · Among: the systems., 
according to a piece by William Safire (enclosed), are, " ••• Tornado 
aircraft, advanced Leopard tanks, Roland II Surface-to-air mobile missile 
systems with target tracking radar, Gepard antiaircraft cannon and the 
Marder armored personnel carrier ••• " 

As Safire points out, the Kohl government, limited by restrictions 
against selling arms to "regions of tension.s" simply: excludes the 
Persian Gulf--an obvious fantasy. 

.Further, the weapons sys~ems - · the. most likely of those .listed above 
to be sold are described in a memo by Rafi Danziger of the American 
Jewish Congress (enclosed)--can ·hardly be described as defensive. 

The NJCRAC Israel Task Force S~rategy Committee, having considered 
these potential sales, aqvises an.intensive campaign directed to the 
German government and the U.S. media against such sales. 

The first and most prominen~ · theme is the moral· reprehensibility of 
· _ 'the West German ·government, of · all nations,· even contemplating armifig a 

nation in· a state of war with . Israel, a past combatant,- which has also 
shared its weaponry with other Arab· states in combat with Israel. 

.. 

· Recommendations 

Accordingly, as : soon as possible in the next two weeks prior to ·· 
Chancellor Kohl's visit to Israe~, we recommend the following activities: 

1) Picketing, particularly by Holocaust survivor~, at German consu
lates . Consulate offices are located in the following cities: 

Mobil~, Alabama; Phoenix, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, District 
·of Columbia, Jacksonville, Miami, St. Petersburg, Atlanta, ·sav.aruiah, 

-over-
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Chicago, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Kansas; Louisville, New Orleail.s, 
Boston, Detroit, Minneapolis, A.1-buquerque, Buffalo,. N.Y.C., CQ~rl6tte, 
Cleveland, nklahoma City, Po.:rtl~nd, Oregon; Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
Memphis, Corpus Christi, Dallas, Houston; Salt Lake City, Norfol~, 
Seattle, Spokane. 

2) ' Delegations including clergy, non-Jewish businesspeople; 
Holocaust survivors~ and influentials should. meet with local Consuls 
General at the earliest possible date. In addition to such meetiµgs 
(or i.f. they cann~t be arranged), correspondence should be addressed to 
the near~st · Consular Offic~ and the German Ambassador, the Hon. Peter 
He't"llles, Embassy of the Federal Repubiic of Germany, 46q5. Reservoir Road, 

-------iTashington, D.C. 20007, emphasizing that German arms not be placed 
'in the hands of those who hav~ publicly declared a holy war against 
Israel. 

3) Where possible, editorial comment in local media should be a 
first priorit¥; op-eq articles and letters-to-the-editor should be 
stimulated ~ediately. 

In all of the above activities, you might want to ~nvolve l ocal 
Holocaust .Centers or University Holocaust Studies .Departments. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

In addition, you should know that member NJCRAC National agencies 
. ar.e making representations to the Gerin.an govern~ent and other elemeqts 
in German society to bring to bear their influence against possible 
sales t o Saudi. Ar~bia. 

. •'·- -··- - - --
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TO s CHARNEY BRO.MBERG, NJCRAC 
FROMa RAPHAEL DANZIGER 

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS 
JS East 84th St., New York, N. Y. 10028 • TR 9-4500 

REa WEST GERW.AN WEAPON SYSTEMS OFFERED TO SAUDI ARABIA 
·. ·• 

As evident from the enclosed Jane's Weapon Systems reports, 
all three weapon systems Germany is reportedly planning to sell to 
Saudi Arabia have powerful offensive capabilities. They ar~ designed 
to defend and complement advancing main battle tanks, and if anything p· 
t ·he Israeli memo on this . subject understates their potential con-

'- tribution to an Arab groung_at~~ck on Israel. 

The "Marder" is a mechanized infantry combat· vehicle (MICV) 
designed to ·complement the~opard"tank (or any other main battle 
tank) in performance and mobility.- In the words of Jane's., it is 
a "fast, large, hard-hitting, and adequately protected MICV ••• A 
feature is its firepower; with a 20mm cannon plus 7 .62mm ?i~G (machine 
gun) mounted in a two-man turret at the front and another 7.62mm MG 
mounted in a rear copula, and with firing ports along the side for 

-:::... the crew weapons, it is much _!!lore than an infantry tran~P.ort vehicle .i~ 
With this firepower . and a ·crew of 10, ~lucturg--6J.nfantrymen, it can 
provide invaluable s~rvices to advancing tanks in suppressing anti~ 
tank fire and storming enemy positions. Thu·s, the ""Marder" is clearly 

_ an offensive weapon. 

Both the "Roland II" and the "Ge'E_ard" are designed to. defend 
advancing tank corumns against low-level air attack. The "Roland IIrc 
is an advanced all-weather mobile anti-aircraft weapon system mounted 
on the "Marder" MICV, thus capable of advancing along rih the tanks. 
Its target-detection radar _ has a range of 11 miles, and it is par
ticularly effective in foiling electronic countermeasures. 

The "Gepard" is even more capable than the "Roland II" of 
providing effective anti-aircraft fire for advancing tanks in actual 
combat. It is a 46-ton variant of the formidable "Leopard" tank, 
equipped with 2 radar-guided _J5mm anti-aircraft guns. It thus offers 
its crew the same protection against enemy fire as does a main battle 
tank, enabling it to operate in tandem with tank colu~ under .all 
battle conditions. 

, Clearly, then, all three weapons constitute indispensable 
·( components of an integrated offensive weapon system centered around 

main battle tanks and designed to provide them·with air defense and 
enhanced assaUl.t capabilities . Their designation as "defensive" 

. weapons is correct only in the narrowest technical sense. In actual 
combat, their role is even more offensive on the ground than is that 
of the Awacs in the air. 

·· (over) 
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·.WASHINGTON, Jan, 7 -Only yes,. . ESSAY · siOn.s, probably .driven by Pal~ · 
'.terday, West Germany was the em-'' ians or hired hands from East Ger-

bodimen:t· of iridustriousness ·and re- ·. " · many; would be sent to Jordan. or 
solve; today. it.is a nation with a rag- : ~. ~ - T·. 'h:·.' e' Syi"ia fop use against Israel in what 

· ing case of intellectual anomie. entre- . King Fahd still refers to as the 
~ .prenetirial timjdity and diplomatjc · ~ "jihad,"or"bolywar." · 

..- : ·desperation. A Western bulwark is · ·· · Curtously, tbeprospect of supply-

~ :~:i~~::e~t11::!!tche~ the , German·· :· · ~~~=ti~~~ke::e:i~ 
· ·. : Marshall Plan to climb out of the rub- . . Israel does ~ot overly trouble the 

· .ble of World War II was followed by a . · ..__, West German "peace movement:'.; 
._ . g~eration that replaced the work Problem· . -- no- demonstrations protesting this 
, etbic with the social welfare etbic; in . . . sale to the jihad by the sons and 

West Germany ·now, g<>Vemment · · . daughters of the geno¢.de generation 
. ·spending ac~ts·for more th.an ~f· ' -~---------===- : have been organized in front of de-

.-:--·the G.N.~.urth(ln· thebiuh.s_,~ dthabili~ ·~a: · is · B~ William Safire ( ~ense plants: Guil
1
· tis eyj9ently not as · 

· ·. ·· _now one· 10 . • w c 1s _e tating. . 1D1ponantasge t , _ 
· thoUghnot.yetcrippling.) . / ·· ~bsdorff. ~ ... ·.._; ~. a new Cliincellor Kohl will travel to Is-
. "Germany· is now a land of falter- ~~ rael in a couple of weeks to assure 

- mg industries," reponed Marvin scheme is in the works, put forw~ by Prime Minister Shamir that the Leop-
. Ka.lb on NBC, "high unemployment Chancellor Kehnut Kohl, that is even ard tanks are "defensive" weapons. 

d b moremorallydemeaning. · · f 
· an mounting pu lie debt, disaffected The West Gennans have decided to He will point to the precedent o 
youth and public pessimism - a American Awacs sales and join Mr. 
country suddenly far behind in the go into the merchant-Of-death busi- Reagan in hailing the glories of even-
race into 2lst<entury technologies." ness in a big..,..Way, with their prime handedness. He will probably reas-

But didn't the conservatives under customer Saudi.Arabia. Mr. Kohl vis- sert his devotion to a "special rela-
Helmut Kohl o_ust the socialists ·1ast ited Riyadh a-couple of months ago, tionship" between the German people 
year? Didn't the. Federal Republic, ' and a Saudi delegation ,followed up " and the survivors of Nazi terror, add

. despite all the noise from the Greens ~-th · a shopping tour of German ing. the German equivalent of "sorry, 
. and other anti-defense demonstra- ants with familiar nam~ like Mes-· Yitzak- business is business." · 

tors, -permit the deployment of' U.S. · rsch.midt-Blohm~Siemeos. · West Germany, in. its economic 
· missiles to counter the So\llet b\iildup Israeli sources, rightly coneemed bind, seeks markets in the Soviet 
.. in the East? True enoogb,.but nobody about a_ new generation of German-. East and the Arab world ; by so doing, 
. can ignore the signals ofa weakening weapons that would ltkely be used to it lowers its·moral position and ~' 
. ofwill. · · kill Jews, say-that the planned pur- -derstotlieweakeneriofitswill,caUs-

lndustrially, the natio~al letd6wn chases include Tornado ajrcraft. ad- ing its allies to reassess the credibil-
can be seen . iil the whipping being vanced Leo~rd tanks. Roland u SY::.· ity of Bonn's commitments . 

. :-- aeli'vered by Japane:;e a,nd· u,.s. tech- face-to.,air- mobile miSsile systems "The German ' Problem" is not 
nologies; even West Ge~any's Nix- With-tar-get-tiiCkiiig:r®ar, Geparo merely the concern of the other na-
dorf computers must draw on Ameri- antiaircraft cannon and the Marder tions in NATO ; it is the loss of spirit 
can high tech. Bankers flinch from a~ personnelcanier, especially afflicting today's Germans. 
venturing capital, and mbiotechnol~ effective for quicKSt~.-y-sman· 
gy, Hoechst has had to come to Har- . ~etachm~. Se~-correction: The C.I.A. takes ex
vard Because German law limits arms ception to my assertion that it rou-

Thit slump in ousmeSs:of-the-~ . { e~rts to-' 'regions -~l t~nsi?n," ~he - ~ly rec0rds telephone calis, ·point-
leadersbip: is refl~ in. the way the Kohl. Governmen~. with busmesslik'e . _ing-to Sec. 2.4 of Mr. Reagan's Ex~-
Federal R$1blic bas sought w ·shore geopolitical strategy, considers·the tive 9rder: 12333 · not authorizing 

. up its old.,industry. The Siberian gas Arabiari ~a_to_be outsid~e "monitorjng devices." If this is true~ 
·· pipeline, a· project strengthening the . ~ tensiOJl;.~Of c0urse, in every not even the C.I.A. comiders it per
i Ru_ssians _and making Europe more ~e:-.. L Ara~Israeli-~to,date, the Sau~ . ~ble to tape callers the ny 11'~ · 

per;ident on the Soviet Uoion for winter ha~ bellige1eitts; in any future , dirktor of the U.S.I.A. has · beeD 
... ht~tfing, is _ihe l~cy of the-Schmidt-· .conflict,~udi paiµef'.divi- doihg._ . . · · 
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